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Terrace seeks 
central role in 
dec en t ra ! izat io n 
TERRACE - -  Premier Vander 
Zalm's announcement last week- 
end during the Union of British 
Columbia Municipalities Van- 
couver meeting saying he intends 
to divide the province into eight• 
economic regions has prompted 
Terrace Aid. Ruth Halleck to 
make almotion that a task force, 
to be headed by Aid. Me Tak- 
har, "start" the ball rolling" in a 
lobbying effort to have the head- 
quarters for the new economic 
region located in Terrace. 
Mayor Jack Talstra explained 
the premier's concept to the 
Sept. 28 meeting of council, say, 
ing a Minister Of State will be 
appointed for each of the eight 
provincial economic regions 
with support by an administra- 
tive office and staff. 
county system," Taistra said. 
"Beyond that, we don't really 
know a great deal." 
Following Talstra's report, 
Aid. Bob Cooper said, "We 
don't know all the ramifications 
yet, but we've sort of been get- 
ting hints that the premier wants 
a one-stop shopping centre for 
government services." 
'!It's going to be a major 
change," said Cooper. "It's on- 
ly my feeling, but a lot of people 
there sort of had the same feel- 
ing, that this was just the first of 
a series of announcements that 
the premier was going to make 
about changes." 
Cooper said that it appeared 
to him the new region would 
operate somewhat like a school 
board. 
• Talstra added that the premier "That's just conjecture on my 
had said this regional strategy is part,  but we did talk years ago 
intended to stimulate.economic about-a sor to f  'super, board' 
development ~-and Coordinate~ that *would: Coordinate al l  the 
health, education, highways and hospitals o there wasn't, all that 
social services, infighting," he said. 
" I  th inkhe  w~is .h in t ing :7 .ar :a ' - : : - , - "  : . - ; ,~  .?~:--.~ ~ -- .... " !:i",-,~ .......... .:,~,-,-, ...... 
:continued on page 24 
The fifth annual "Roadrunners Toy Run" held in Terrace Sept. 25 attracted 
about 70 bikes and 110 riders from Terrace, Kitimat, Houston, Smithers, 
Stewart and Prince Rupert. Organizer of the Terrace project, James Gilham, 
said he was pleased with this year's run, which resu ted in the donation Of 
approximately 150 toys and $351 in cash to Capt. John Hfirker-for 'the Salva. 
tlon-~.rmE~s Christmas. Gift.Campaign;in. Terrace,and'KitimaL, Story on ~aga- 
50 CENTS 
City loan 
wil l  roo f  " 
bandshell 
TERRACE --  City council has 
approved a $16,000 loan to the 
Performing Arts ShellSociety 
(PASS) for the completion of 
the bandshell in George Little 
Park - -  but not without opposi- 
tion from Aid. Ruth Halleck 
and Me Takhar over the concept 
of the City becoming a local 
bank. ~ 
In a Sept. 4 written request to 
the City, PASS President Jim 
Ryan told council that  the 
$10,300 foundation fo r  the  
bandshell has. been completed. 
and the walls and rough wiring 
were under construction at an 
estimated cost o f  $6,146. 
Ryan told council that the 
society expected between four 
and five thousand ollars from 
the Terrace Musicians Associa-i 
tion and requested a "forgivable 
loan" of $16,000 to make up the 
expected $20,000 needed to com," 
plete the pro jecL -~ i 
When the ~ request was first 
considered at the Sept.:'14coun-~ 
cil. meeting, Aid. Halleck asked 
that the<request be forwarded to 
continued on paae 24 . 
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Neady 100 local teachers attended a rally Monday in front of the School District 88 board office to express their 
dissatisfaction with the board's position on a proposed bridging agreement o ensure the continuation of contract 
provisions into next year's collective agreement. The Terrace DistrictTeachers' Association will conduct a strike vote 
tomorrow night if an agreement isn't struck. 
%1 Teachers set to take 
strike vote tomorrow 
TERRACE -- Teachers in local ces that gains made by teachers 
schools may be the first of their in negotiations over several 
profession i B.C, to strikesince years will not be "stripped", 
the passage of the Teaching pro- TDTA president Helmut Gies- 
fession Act. brecht says teachers want that 
The issue is ratification of a 
"bridging agreement" between 
the. Terrace District Teachers' 
Association (TDTA) and the 
board of School District 88 that 
would guarantee the transfer of 
existing contract provisions into 
the new regime when all sections 
of the Teaching Profession Act 
come into force on July I, 1988. 
Despite the board's assuran- 
assurance in writing. 
At a rally in front of the Ter- 
race board office Monday, Gies- 
brecht pointed Out to nearly 100 
teachers who attended that brid- 
ging agreements had been signed 
by the boards of school districts 
in Spoke, Kitimat and Van- 
couver. "We only want protec- 
tion of what we have," Gies- 
brecht said. "We're trying to  
avoid a major confrontation i  
the spring." 
The TDTA is preparing to  
launch a certification drive to 
unionize School District 88tea- 
chers under the Teaching Pro- 
fession Act, Next year the new 
bargaining agent will begin ne- 
gotiations for the 1987-88 collec- 
tive agreement for teachers. 
TrusteeEdna Cooper, who 
appeared at the Monday rally 
with trustee Francis Sabine, said 
the board is reluctant to enter in- 
continued on page 24 
~.om ummc= u¢ trustees EOna Cooper and Francis Sabine (center) met 
briefly with Terrace District Teachers' Association president Helmut 
Giesbrscht at the district board office during a teachers' rally Monday after. 
noon. Negotiating committees for the board and the TDTA will hold discus. 
sions today in an effort to avert a possible strike by local teachers over the 
continuation of contract terms into next year's collective agreement. 
Outside 
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Forecast: Generally cloudy; sun- 
ny breaks Wednesday and 
Thursday. Showers on the week- 
end. Highs to 15; overnight lows 
6to 7. 
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Manager assesses long 
term impact  of new 
h igh-output  mill  ....... ,
TERRACE --. With many peo- 
ple wondering who the real win- 
ner will be when the new Skeena 
Cellulosesawmill goes into 
operation in Terrace next May,. 
design manager Jim Davis 
speaks of the $26 million project 
with both pride and confidence 
and says that both the company 
and Terrace can look forward to 
at least 20 years of economic 
stability. 
"The new mill should supply 
most markets with certainty for 
the next 20 years," said Davis. 
"And that has to have an impact 
on the economy of the North- 
west." 
"Let's face it. The'economic 
base in Terrace is lumber," he 
added. "There is no other in- 
dustry that impacts it like 
lumber. 
"And if the economy is look- 
ing good in Terrace, it's because 
the lumber industry is doing 
well." 
Other than the obvious 
benefit of the mill burner dis- 
appearing next May, the benefit 
to the city seems relatively small 
at first g!ance, with the city 
realizing oiily about $60,000 for 
a building permit and about 
$139,000 annually in property 
taxes. 
But  according to Davis, guar- 
anteed job stability in an in- 
dustry which seems to have very 
little future only five years ago, 
means potential giOWth and  
prosperity for the community. 
Although he admitted the pro- 
ject would put 40 to 45 mill 
workers out of work in Terrace, 
Davis said, "In the long term, it 
provides stability for the 160 
people still working, and they 
will work 250 days a year for at 
least the next 20 years." 
He added that the payroll for 
those mill workers will amount 
tO about $10 million annually, 
and the payroll in the woodlands 
division will be even greater. 
Davis described the recent 
history of the lumber industry in 
the area as a near-disaster, with 
at least one of the two local mills 
going out of business. 
He said during the period 
from 1982 to 1984 both mills 
were struggling to survive. Ac- 
cording to Davis,.in 1982 the in- 
dustry was shut down complete- 
ly and in 1983 the mills worked 
at half speed for only six 
months. 
He explained that the 22-year- 
old Pohle mill had "come to the 
end of its economic lifetime" 
and WaslCtl~'expected o survive 
the eighties. 
the burner at the Terrace mill 
is torn down hog fuel will be 
trucked to Port Edward to fuel 
the pulp mill. "There could be 
up to 14 trucks a day rolling 
down the highway," he said. 
According to Davis, the com- 
bined efficiency of the two mills 
means dollars for the company 
and the community. 
"Better efficiency means 
higher production," he said. 
COMMUNITY IMPACT 
DURING CONSTRUCTION 
INDICATES POSITIVE 
GROWTH 
Davis predicted construction 
of the new mill will give thecom- 
munity a major economic boost 
with about 50 percent of an es- 
timated 80 to 100-man labor 
force working on Site during the 
five month period from January 
to the end of April, 1988. The 50 
percent of the work force from 
out of town will be living and 
spending their money in  Ter- 
race, he added. 
" I  don't know if it's just the 
times, but all around town you 
can see businesses expanding; 
Coast Tractor putting in a plant, 
cafes expanding ~-- there are all 
kinds of things h/lppening," said 
Davis. 
"Part of it may be the interest 
rates, but I'm sure that because 
forestry is the major industry in 
the area, ,and people can ,see 
.,some stability ~ in that industry, 
they have the confidence to in- 
vest in other activities." 
Davis explained that since the 
project began about seven weeks 
ago half the total cost of the mill 
had already been spent on major 
pieces of equipment that 
couldn't be purchased locally. 
"Other major components 
such as log decks and conveyors• 
have also gone out to tender and 
we have asked local businesses 
to bid on those sections. So far, 
they have been successful on 
about 50 percent of those," he 
said. 
Companies with major con- 
tracts at the present time include 
E.B. Horsman & Son Ltd. of 
Terrace for the installation of a 
100-foot steel pole yard light, 
Twin River Electric & Heating 
Ltd. of Terrace 'to install a log 
handling area dust control 
system, Columbia Pacific Indus- 
tries of Prince George for the 
debarker outfeed decks, and 
Dynamic Fabricating & Machine 
Ltd. of Penticton to build the 
log deck and install Waste con- 
veyors in the wood • preparation 
area. 
" I t  could have been shut  
down and this would have been 
a one-mill town," said Davis. 
He said the mill will continue 
t~'use about the same number of 
logs as it had in the recent past. 
There won't be any boom in the 
logging industry, but Davis said 
because of Repap's $65 million 
investment in general efficiency 
and environmental upgrading in 
its Port Edward pulp mill, 150 
direct jobs were .created in the 
mill, in.creasing the demand for 
pulp logs. 
"That impacted all the way 
down the line, r ight to 
Smithers," he said. "As a result, 
there are going to be more pulp 
logs taken out of the bush and 
more trucking jobs." 
He said an added bonus to the 
"As we get inio the major in- 
stallations of sawmill building 
and Sawmill machinery, we'll go 
out to tender again to major 
contractors and I would say that 
roughly 50 percent would come 
from out o f  town because of 
union agreements, and I believe 
the other 50 percent will be 
local," said Davis. 
He said that on the present 
construction phase of the pro- 
ject, 12 of the 15 workers on site 
are local workers, and all of the 
.trucking, grading and scraping 
contracts are being done by local 
contractors. 
FEWER JOBS MEAN 
GREATER STABILITY 
. Davis estimated that by the 
time the new mill begins opera- 
tion, more than 40 of the 200 
trucking industry is that when people currently employed at the 
mill will lose .*.heir jobs, but he 
said it is a necessary trade-off in 
order to insure the stability of 
the company and provide 160 
secure jobs for the next 20 years. 
"That's a big impact on their 
personal lives," he said Of those 
being laid off. "People with up 
to three years seniority all of a 
sudden have to go looking for 
work. 
"BUt in the early 1980's the 
old mill was struggling to sur- 
.vive: and it was obvious then 
that the mill had to modernize 
and reduce staff, or go under," 
he said. ,'So I think those people 
have been aware for a long time 
that there wasn't a full time job 
here forever." . - 
In what is probably a model 
of corporate responsibility and 
• union maturity Davis said he is 
proud of both the company and 
union for the way it was hand- 
ling both lay-offs and retraining. 
"Assistance given to those 
people being laid off and the re- 
training of our employees for 
the new mill have both been at- 
tacked through one committee, 
the Industrial Adjustment Com- 
mittee, where we sit down with 
various levels of government 
and the Plant Committee and do 
the formal job of planning both 
of those areas. 
"About once a month, they 
plan out just how many people 
are going to lose their jobs and 
what kind of assistance they. will 
require to find new jobs. 
Whether it's helping them write 
resumes, taking their resumes 
• . ,  . . . - , 
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Skeena Cellulose Design Manager, Jim Davis says that when the new $26 
million mill project is completed in Terrace., both the company and the com- 
munity can look forward to at least 20 years of economic stability. 
and sending ihem all~over the 
province to different forest com- 
panies, or  finding out 'if they 
even want to work in the forest 
industry - -  they're assisting 
them to find the right contacts. 
"We're not guaranteeing that 
we will find them a job," he ex-' 
plained, however. "They still 
have to go out and find a job, 
the same as they would if the 
cont'd, on page 17 
TEI I ACE DINING 
GUIDE 
Let everyone know about your 
delicious Culeine . .  
. 
Dinner Specialities! 
This spot could be yours 
for only $4.50 per week! 
• Fine Dining 
~ S ~ T  ,n quiet s:roundings! 
5 p.m. 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
_ .~. .1  4606 Greig Ave., for Take-Out 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635.6184 ; 
D~ Lt I |  |qp  4717 LAKELSE AVE. ~1~1~i~1~ Next to Skeena Mall 
FACTORY " FACTORY 
n I .~ Muffins, Cakes 
• Ak '~ [ Ice cream, Coffee, Tea, 
! 111 I Hot chocolate, Milk, Pop 
VA- - J  OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
Polly's, e 
F -~"' •   Chmese & Western  Cmsme 
: ~  Mon.--Thurs. 10:30 a .m.  - -  midnight 
Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m. -- 1 a.m, 
t~unday 12:00 a.m. --10 p.m. 
638-1848 or 638-8034 . 
t Try our Greek Specials ' 0~ .. Best Pizza in Town ~]" FREE DELIVERY FULLY LICENCED IIII 635-7229 IIII 4606 Lazelle Ave,, Terrace, B,C. 
GIM'S 
RESTAURANT 
~.~Y Chinese & Canad ian  Food '~ '~.  
. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~t~% 
{([1[ Me,,-  Wed//:30 a.m. --/O:O0 p.m. 
'~_  Thursday/1:30 a.m, - -  / / :00 p.m...r~,~Y 
Fri  - Sat i 1:30 a.m. --  I ;00 a.m. ~q"  
Sunday 12:00 a.m. i0:00 p.m. 
4643/'ark A venue 635-6111 
Neighb hood Pd 
ad'  
Ught Seafood and 
Finger Fancies " 
Dally Lunch and Dinner 
• . Specials 
1 
Local sawmill seeks 
alternate preservative 
TERRACE - -  Sawmi l ls  
throughout B.C. are scrambling 
to find a new way of treating 
their wood products against 
molds and fungi after a recent 
joint announcement by the 
federal and provincial environ- 
ment ministries that theuse of 
chlorophenols may be banned 
by the end of 1988. 
• : . ' . '  
' ' " : TerraceRevlew Wednesday, September30, 1987 ~ " 
by Michael Kelly 
Wayne Haw, mill manager for 
the Skeena Cellulose sawmill in 
Terrace, said in an interview 
Sept. 25 that new guidelines for 
the use of chemica! wood preser- 
vatives haven't yet been. issued 
by the B.C. Ministry Of the En- 
vironment, which will act as the 
lead agency in supervising the 
elimination of chlorophenols. "I
have heard in telephone conver- 
sations that users will go under 
permit, and somehow •they're 
going to monitor levels in the 
runoff from lumber yards and 
set maximum allowable levels," 
he said. 
Haw added that he believes 
the levels will govern use of both 
alternate preservative chemfi:als, 
known as TCMTB and Copper 
8, as well as chlorophenols. 
TCMTB and Copper 8 are 
presently the only alternatives to
chlorophenols, and Haw said he 
hopes Agriculture Canada will 
begin the testing and approvat 
process for other preservative 
substances now being used in 
other countries. 
The testing• and approval pro- 
cedure normally takes from 
three to five years. 
Pentachlorophenol and tet- 
rachlorophenol have been used 
in the B.C. lumber industry for 
nearly 50 years-to protect finish- 
ed products from sapstain 
damage and other types Of 
deterioration. Until recently it 
was thought hat the chemicals 
became fixed in the wood after 
drying, but a study completed in 
August of this year has revealed 
that considerable volumes of the 
highly-toxic substances wash off 
in rain water, and Environment 
Canada fears that storm sewer 
runoff into rivers near sawmills 
are killing fish. 
Dr. John Ward, a toxicologist 
with the B.C. Ministry of En- 
vironment in Victoria, sa id  
chlorophenols are Currently used 
by more than 100 sawmills in  
B.C. In 1985, he said, total 
usage in the province was 
250,000 ki lograms. Terry 
Roberts of the Waste Manage- 
ment Branch said six of those 
sawmills are on the Skeena River 
between Hazelton and Terrace. 
Ward indicated the provincial 
ministry and Environment 
Canada re devising a joint con- 
trol strategy for the chemical 
while it is being phased out of 
use. The deadline, hesaid, has 
been set at September 1988, and 
in the interim period regulations 
will be drafted for chlorophenol 
le.velsi:i~a storm water discharge, 
guidelines for use of the 
chemicat will be revised, and an 
inspection system will be set up 
to ensure compliance. 
The alternate chemicals, 
Ward said, are in fact even more 
toxic than chlorophenols, but 
unlike chlorophenols they con- 
tain no dioxins and they break 
down in the environment 
without "bio-mag.nification", 
or concentrating in higher levels 
as they go through the. food 
chain to higher organisms. 
The report compiled by En- 
vironment: Canada is a four- 
month field study conducted at 
five sawmills and two lumber ex- 
port terminals on the lower 
Fraser.River and Burrard Inlet. 
Runoff from lumber storage 
yards, analyzed by gas chroma. 
tography, yielded chlorophenol 
contents ranging from 180 to 
27,500 parts per billion. The 
newly-established maximum 
storm water discharge content is 
10 parts per billion, and the 
acute lethal toxicity level for 
juvenile salmonids is as low as 
32 parts per billion. 
Juvenile trout exposed to ef- 
fluent collected at storm sewer 
outlets containing discharge 
from millyards experienced 100 
percent mortality in less than 
two hours. 
"Chlorophenols will leach 
from treated lumber under all 
conditions of exposure to rain- 
fall," the study states. It goes on 
to suggest that the leaching can 
be reduced by wrapping, coating 
or storing treated"lumber to 
screen it from rainfall, using kiln 
drying instead of chemical treat- 
ment, neutralizing the con- 
taminated runoff, or using alter- 
nate treatment chemicals. 
When asked if ~Skeena 
Cellulose would consider kiln- 
drying as an alternative, Wayne 
Haw replied that drying 
wouldn't be suitable for the 
oversize export dimensions the 
company produces and it also 
doesn't work well for hemlock, 
which constitutes a large propor- 
tion of the mill's production. 
Program to • aid victims 
may be expanded here 
lem, he added. "It's not really• 
enforcement, and it isn't really 
prevention," hesaid. 
"This sort of program can be 
time-consuming and expensive, 
but we spend lots on enforce- 
ment and it's •about time the vic- 
tim got some attention," Harvie 
said. 
Harvie was unable to com- 
ment on what sort of proposal 
may be made to Terrace council 
regarding the establishment of a 
pol ice-based service here 
because he hadn't received pro- 
gram guidelines from the At- 
torney General's office. 
Those guidelines hould arrive 
in Terrace this week, according 
to Linda Light, victim services 
coordinator at the Attorney 
General's office in Vancouver. 
Although the total cost of 
establishing and maintaining the 
service in Terrace hasn't been 
calculated, Light said funding 
for the program will require a 
commitment from the munici- 
pality for a period of several 
years. She added that the At- 
torney General can, in some cir- 
cumstances, provide 100 percent 
funding for the first year, 66 
percent for the second year, and 
the normal 50 percent for each 
year afterward. 
Police report 
TERRACE - -  A more com- 
prehensive system to help the 
victims of-criminal acts may be 
established here - -  if the city is 
willing to make a long-term 
financial commitment to the ser- 
vice. 
A recently-issued iscussion 
paper from the B.C. Ministry of 
the Attorney General, titled 
Balancing the Scales for Victims 
of Crime, announced an ex- 
panded range of services to help 
innocent people injured by 
criminal activity. Although the 
total budget for the program has 
not been released, government 
sources have confirmed that 
much of the money will be spent 
on locally-based services. 
Brian Pollick, director of the 
Attorney General's Special Pro- 
jects Division, said in a recent 
interview that Terrace was one 
of 47 B.C. communities that 
were assessed for existing victim 
service programs earlier this 
year. Pollick characterized the 
assessments as "snapshots" or 
"global pictures" that were 
necessary to determine the level 
of local services and their effec- 
tiveness. 
Although financial allocations 
haven't yet been made by the 
Ministry, Pollick said he is vir- 
tually certain that funding for 
expanded services will be 
available to Terrace. "It 's also 
highly likely that there will be 
extra money for special victim 
support," he added. 
Specialized support services 
provide extra help for victims of 
particularly traumatic rimes, 
such as sexual assault and child 
sexual abuse, as they go through 
the judicial process. The services 
include reporting assistance, 
court process information, ac- 
companiment and support 
through the court proceedings, 
and referral to other programs 
for long-term help. 
Cst. Ewen Harvie, community 
relations officer for the Terrace 
RCMP detachment, said, "The 
only successful victim assistance 
programs I've seen are police- 
based." Harvie said resources 
for victims that are currently 
opeating in Terrace are the pro- 
vincial crown counsels, the 
Ministry of Social Services and 
Housing, the Mental Health 
Unit, the Crisis Line, the K'San 
House for battered women, the 
Sexual Assault Centre, and the 
provincial Help Line for 
Children. 
He pointed out that gaps in 
the present system result because 
each service has its own specific 
territory, and they are often 
unaware of one another's ac- 
tivities. 
A police-based system, Harvie 
said, would provide a paid 
RCMP coordinator for the 
various agencies. He indicated 
the Terrace detachment is 
presently working at capacity. 
"There's not enough time for us 
to do that sort of work, like 
counselling witnesses and that 
sort of thing," he said. Putting 
victim services into the existing 
budget guidelines is also a prob- 
I f  • 
A search by Air-Sea Rescue 
on Sept. 18 successfully located 
three mushroom pickers who got 
lost in the bush off Kalum Lake 
Drive about 20 kilometers north 
of Terrace. 
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Seniors on a roll 
Spending the kids inheritance in sunny Reno for a week is the ambition of 
these active seniors. Twenty-eight Terrace and Kitimat seniors took advan- 
tage of the Farwest Tour from Sept. 26 to Oct. 5. Pictured above are five of 
the most eager travellers who got to the plane first, (left to right) Lola Hull, 
Fran•Lindstrom, Otto Eindstrom,,Marion C ift and Olga Hipp. ; ' , . . . . 
The Slkeena Health Unit In Terrace is offering a free series of discus- 
sions for parents and babies 0 -- 12 months of age. These will be held 
Wednesday mornings, 10 - 11:30 a.m. and will cover a .wide range of 
• topics relating to babies and parenting. For more informati0n please call 
638-3310 and ask for Carol Harrison. 
SUBARU 
FAL  . 
MAINTENANCE SPECIAL 
. minor tune up and carb adjustments 
. check battery and charging system 
. change oil 
. change oil filter 
. check anti freeze and pressure check 
cooling system 
. check exhaust system 
. check brake system 
. check tires, rotate if necessary 
INCLUDES .1  
- new NGK spark plugs • • 
- genuine Subaru points (if equipped) 
.n  ' ge uine Subaru oil filter 
- new drain plug gasket 
- 4 It. oil, 10W30 or 10W40 
All this and a CAR WASH for 
s699s 
Phone today for an appointment 
635-7286 
Ask about•a computerized 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT at the same time for just 
$ 95 29  extra 
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N5 635-7286 
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Greater deterrents needed 
di rect ion  and gu idance .  
Adolescents are vulnerable too, 
though less so. The younger 
children are, the more readily 
they will take orders from 
adults. 
Those who sexually abuse 
children are basically exhibiting 
their own lack of maturity and 
are mis-using their sense of 
power. In my view • they are 
weak, wimpering, warren- 
wallowers who should have the 
full force of the law applied to 
them for sexually attacking 
children. 
A child who is sexually abused 
will, at the very least, have a 
feeling of shame about sexual 
questions as that person grows 
into adulthood. It is more likely 
that growth into adulthood will 
bring severe emotional and so- 
cial problems with it. The sex- 
ually abused child will have his 
or her future seriously impaired 
all because some fiend refuses to 
function sexually in a respectful 
manner. 
Sexual matters are a funda- 
mental part of the human 
psyche. Those who engage in 
sexually abusing children or ad- 
olescents are not, therefore, con- 
fined to any professional, social, 
economic, class, or other group. 
Examples f rom current news 
items show that those charged 
by Frank Howard 
Reading about sex can be ag- 
gravating and disquieting. Read- 
• ing about sex can be irritating. 
Hardly a day goes by without a 
news item dealing with sex and 
abuses relating thereto. 
The sexual matters to which 1 
am referring are those involving 
attacks• upon both male and fe- 
male children. Babies and young 
children are-extremely vulner- 
able for they relyon adults for 
Letters to the editor will be con- 
sidered for publication only when 
s igned.  P lease  inc lude  your  
te lephone number.  The ed i to r  
reserves the right to condense and 
edit letters. Opinions expressed 
are not necessarily those of the 
Terrace Review. 
Ill 
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Forest policy " " 
puts the bite 
on industry , 
    lHubert Beyer I....... - ~ : )~"  
S Vict0ria C0rresp0ndent 
There are two ways of looking at the provincial government's 
=_, new forest policies. You can don your Jaycee hat and call the 
~ changes better than anything you had hoped for, or you can be a 
,, __ cynic and ask where the catch is. 
~ Being a bruised idealist from way back 1 find myselCsornewhere 
i ~,.~. in between the booster and the cynic. On the face of it, the changes, 
~,=:% announced by Forest Minister Dave Parker, are great news, indeed, 
J 
but some nagging doubts remain. 
First the new policies. On Oct. 1, a new pricing system for timber 
will be implemented in British Columbia. The new system will give 
British Columbians a much fairer return on their forests. 
The cost of replacing the forests, until now largely the govern- 
ment's (taxpayers')..responsibility, will be borne .by the companies 
harvesting the timber. 
More timber will be made available for competition on the open 
market, and small operators will get a larger slice of the timber pie. 
At the same time, the government promises to create more jobs in 
the forest industry by launching initiatives in wood marketing, 
forest product research, forest renewal activities, and by increasing 
timber processing and the manufacture of-value-added products. 
Last but not least, the government will no longer forego potential 
revenue by allowing forest companies to accumulate credits against 
their stumpage payments under section 88 of the Forest Act in ex- 
change for basic silviculture and the construction of roads and 
bridges. 
What's all that mean? To the forest companies, it means they'll 
have to dig deeper into their pockets. To you and me it means that 
the government will collect more money from the forest industry, 
which will be reflected in the taxes we pay. 
Translated into dollars, the forest industry's mother tongue, the 
revised pricing structure will increase provin.cial revenues from the 
forest industry by $100 million from $580 million tO $680 million. 
If you add to that the $73 million we allowed the industry in sec- 
tion 88 credits last year and a further $55 million in deferred credits, 
additional revenue to the government will be $228 million~ 
Those calculation, however, are based on last year's figures 
when the 15 percent export tax was already in effect. That tax will 
have generated another $400 million by the end of the first 12 men, 
ths. The government will continue collecting that $400 million a 
year, even if the self-imposed tariff is lifted, which means that com- 
pared with the last pre-export ariff year, the government will ac- 
tually collect an estimated $628 million a year more from the forest 
industry. 
Another policy change that will have the industry in a flap is the 
removal of five percent of the allowable annual cut from licences 
that come up for sale or transfer. The five percent will be plowed in- 
to competitive timber sales. 
That move is long overdue. At present, only 5.2 million cubic- 
metres of timber, lessthan eight percent of the total annual harvest, 
is sold competitively. 
The minister says the Forest Act will be changed to make "pre- 
harvest silviculture planning" mandatory. Performance will be-en- 
forced, he says, and audits required. 
That's where my nagging doubts come in. Impressive as the 
minister's announcement is, we won't know just how tough the 
government intends to get with the industry over its new silviculture 
obligations until the amendments o the Forest Act are tabled in the 
• legislature. 
Nothing short of full legislative clout will make the industry 
assume its role as proper manager of the province's forests. Unless 
that role is clearly specified in legislation, and failure to comply is 
suitably punished, the industry will try to cut corners wherever and 
whenever it can. 
If, on the other hand, the government meanswhat it says and 
doesn't dilute the changes Parker announced; British Columbians 
will, for the first time in the history of forest exploitation, get a fair 
return on their resource. 
Like I said, I'm not a cynic, but 1 have learned to regard govern- 
ment pronouncements with some caution. I hope my doubts will 
turn out to be unjustified. 
with sexual abuse can range 
from a soccer coach to a 
psychiatrist or from a stranger 
to a relative. 
One of the theories, which ! 
support, relating to aberrant 
behaviour is that of deterrence 
founded on punishment. A per- 
son, so goes the theory, will be 
deterred from aberrant behav- 
iour if that person faces a severe 
enough punishment. If the pun- 
ishment is life imprisonment 
with no parole then that person 
will certainly be deterred, or 
prevented, from sexually abus- 
ing children. More importantly, 
such a sentence would certainly 
deter others. 
Quite frankly l find reading 
about sexual abuse of children 
very disquieting, because I often 
read of court leniency in the 
sentencing of those so found 
guilty. 
Quite frankly l find defence 
arguments about emotional and 
psychi~itric problems of the ac- 
cused as reasons for  light sen- 
tences to be specious arguments, 
to be rhetorical sophistry. 
Punish the person for the crime 
against children so that the 
message in that regard is clear. If 
the guilty party has emotional or 
psychiatric problems, then treat 
for those as separate matters. 
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Shifty tax policy 
Letter 
To the editor, 
Interesting, that Education 
Minister Tony Brummet has not 
responded to the Terrace School 
Board's protest, on behalf of 
taxpayers, of increased residen- 
tial school taxes. 
What could .the Honourable 
Minister say? The Vander Zalm 
government's policy, like that of 
the Bennett government before 
it, is to lower school taxes on in- 
dustry, thus forcing local boards 
to raise taxes on homeowners, if
education services are to be 
maintained. 
This shifting of the tax burden 
for public education onto home- 
owners really amounts to a dis- 
guised tax increase. 
And now the RegionaiDistrict 
chairman, •Mr. Watmough, re' 
minds us that the tax base for 
hospital funding is headed in the 
same direction. 
Political parties often get their 
candidates elected on the basis 
of vague ideologies, like free 
enterprise. 
But  governments don't just 
have ideologies, they hav¢ ~eci- 
fic policies. The policy here 
seems to be 'If you want quality 
services, pay for them locally.' 
George Stanley 
Terrace 
T m  Minor Hockey Association would like to hear from anyone 
Interested In beln9 Involved with the Minor Hockey Concession Commit. 
tee: Please contact Yvonne Hill, 638.1111 or Sharon Larmour, 635-3161 
or write to Box 121, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4,6,2. Also: Anyone Interested In 
coaching for Terrace Minor Hockey'a 1987-88 season please contact: 
Law Larmour, 635-3161 or Clair Irwin, 638-8314 or write to Box 121, Tar- 
race, B.C. VSG 4A2. 
I I ! I 
Talk of 
The Terrace'Review asked: 
Have potholes in Terrace 
. : - . - .  , . 
caused you tobe 
..,concerned about 
driving safety? 
_ • • . . .  , 
Joseph Chalell 
Yes, it is bad, especially at 
night because they are easier 
to avoid during the day. De- 
pending on the size of the pot- 
hole it could result in con- 
siderable damage to your car. 
Ken Fraser 
Yes, not only for personal con- 
cerns, like the condition of my 
vehicle, but also for public 
cost factors. 
Ann Chow 
Yes, there are times when 
potholes are just right outside 
my door. I'm concerned about 
the condition of my new car, 
which may not last too long. 
Adeno .Bergh 
Yes, in fact I had a tire ruined 
When I hit one of the potholes 
in :town. I also know some 
seniors who have fallen down 
because of them. 
Sandy Glendenning 
Definitely, especially 
Tetrault ,Street. 
on 
: ¢ 
Brian Gregg 
I always •;find potholes ag. 
gravating in-any town. But 
after spending a year driving 
the backroads in Ontario my 
tire budget appreciated B;C. 
roads a lot better. 
Guusle Thomas 
This problem applies to other 
western communities also, 
and yes it has concerned me 
because it can do a lot of 
damage to our cars. 
Pacific Rim studies will 
enter sc;hool curriculum 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm an- 
nounced recently that the gov- 
ernment has approved evelop- 
ment of major educational in- 
itiatives designed to prepare 
B.C. citizens for trade and 
cultural opportunities with the 
Pacific Rim. 
"These initiatives are part of 
the government's overall stra- 
tegy of building on the 
province's natural strengths and 
of vigorously pursuing oppor- 
tunities offered by increased cul- 
tural and trading contracts in 
East Asia," the Premier said. 
"Our ability to compete in 
Pacific Rim trade will demand a
growing number of graduates 
from our schools who under- 
stand and appreciate the lang- 
uages and cultures of that area 
of the world." 
Vander Zalm said an initial 
three-year, $12 million program 
is being considered that will help 
schools develop innovative pro- 
gramming, promote student and 
teacher exchanges; establish 
scholarships for British Colum- 
bia students, integrate Pacific 
Rim studies into existing bus- 
iness education and social stud- 
ies courses, increase teacher 
training in Asian studies, and ex- 
pand language programs in Jap- 
anese and Mandarin. 
"The government promised 
that educational programs 
would be developed to streng- 
then our growing relationships 
with Pacific Rim nations," the 
Premier said. "We are now 
ready to start meeting that com- 
mitment." 
Education Minister Tony 
Brummet said the purpose of the 
initiatives will be "to provide to- 
day's students --  the next gener- 
• ation of citizens and entrepren- 
eurs - -  with a better understan- 
ding of the history, culture, 
economics, laws and languages 
of the Pacific Rim. Business and 
trade opportunities are often 
lost, not because of lack of 
technical expertise, but because 
of a lack of understanding of
other people, their language and 
culture." 
Brummet said that a basic 
concept and proposal has been 
approved by Cabinet and that 
his Ministry will be consulting 
ith school districts and experts in 
the field in the coming months 
to work out the details. 
• , . . . . .  "C  
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Changes in forest 
practice leave 
many questions 
Letter 
To the editor, 
I don't want to be totally 
negative about the recent an- 
nouncement w i th  respect to 
Forest Policy changes, but I am 
not very optimistic either. 
Any change in the policy now 
in effect, is a step in the right 
direction. However, I believe we 
must be very cautious and look 
very carefully at that which will 
actually change before throwing 
out too many compliments. 
Section 88 of the Forest Act is 
long overdue for the axe, but 
does the new policy say that it 
will be totally done away with7 
Film B,C. 
established 
Bill Reid, Minister of  Tour- 
ism, Recreation and  Culture, 
recently announced the estab- 
lishment of Film B.C., an agen- 
cy set up to invest up to $10.5 
million fromlottery •proceeds in 
B.C.'s indigenous film industry 
over the next:three years. 
"Film B.C. will give us an ef- 
ficient, businesslike, arms- 
length vehicle for administering 
the B.C. film development fund. 
The impact of this program on 
British Columbia's film industry 
. will be substanti.a!," Reid r said. 
"Based on the outstanding t~l- 
ent and professionalism of the 
B.C. industry, I know that this 
partnership will be a success." 
Programs will provide sup- 
port for script development, pre- 
production, production, promo- 
tion and distribution, non-thea- 
trical productions and profes- 
sional development. It is esti- 
mated that this will stimulate 
$42 million in new film produc- 
tion over the three years and 
create up to 600 new short term 
production jobs each year. Es- 
tablishment of Film B.C. will 
also assist British Columbia pro- 
ducers to secure a fair share of 
private investment and federal 
assistance. 
In making the announcement, 
Reid also named the key in- 
dividuals who will provide the 
initial direction to Film B.C. 
Appointed as Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer of Film 
,cont inued on page 6 
• • , ~ . . .  : 
Changes to the Forest Act mak- 
ing "silviculture planning man- 
datory, enforce performance, 
and require audit" - -  absolutely 
great! But not unless definite 
standards are laid d6wn in 
legislation giving our~foresters in 
the B.C.F.S. the .clout:with 
which to demand~roper silvicul- 
ture practices. 
What about the N.S.R. (not 
sufficiently restocked) lands 
now out there, most of it the 
responsibility of the large forest 
giants. Who is going to pay for 
its return to productivity under 
the new policy? I'm not happy 
with words such as ~"Industry 
will be encouraged" and 
"Where the public invests addi- 
tional money". If industry is 
now to pick up the tab, doesn't 
that mean everything? What 
about N.S.R.? Is there a possi- 
ble optional arrangement which 
isn't spelled out? 
Of prime concern is the small 
operator and the timber made 
available in this category. Prior 
to this new policy, only 6 percent 
of the total A.A.C. (Annual Al- 
lowable Cut) was in small bus- 
iness. Now, as:~I read it, this will 
be increased by :lOrl~ercent. My 
question wherehasthe figure 
o f  25 percent ~gone which was 
promised by consecutive min- 
isters? 
I'm curious as well to know 
how 5 percent of,this 10 percent 
for small business will come 
from a provincial,reserve _when 
"w'eha~,'e "n()~idea in  British Col- 
umbia what our forest inventory 
really is. 
More "tenure security" to the 
giant multi-national monopoly, 
in our forest resource? Abso- 
lutely madness and definitely 
bad news. It can be compared, 
as I have heard some say, to 
privatizing Crown Land, giving 
away title with no payment ne- 
cessary. This is one section of 
the new policy which must be to- 
tally unacceptable to all British 
Columbians. Offshore giants 
have far too much control over 
our primary resource now. That 
grip must be lessened, not in- 
creased. 
Well, there you have it. A new 
forest policy leaving many ques- 
tions unanswered, and many 
more questions, I can assure 
you, to be asked in the days 
ahead. 
.Iack Kempf 
MLA, Omineca 
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Former residents s.end 
transatlantic greetings 
Letter 
To the editor, 
We send greetings to-you and 
our many friends in Terrace and 
wish to tell you a little story 
which illustrates o well the fact 
that it is a small •world. 
We moved into our new home 
in Wales on Aug. 26 - -  a lovely 
bungalow home, in this 
beautiful border town, and as 
Nick found a few odd jobs to 
do, we called at our local 
builders yard to purchase a little 
rough lumber. 
To our amazement the wood 
we purchased was stamped 
"Skeena - -  Terrace". Made us 
feel very close to you all even 
though it cost an "arm and a 
leg". 
We often get a copy of your 
...... [ , ? - ?  ' / '= .  
away five years and we wquld 
like to renew our old friend- 
ships. 
Terrace Review brought out by .November election, as I'm still 
visiting friends and we read it interested in the council and its 
avidly from cover to cover. We work. 
love our life here in Britain but 
will always have great memories 
of our life in Terrace and we 
miss many of our friends there. 
Please pass on regards and 
our hopes for Terrace's pros- 
perity. We hope to visit next 
summer as we shall have been 
Could I asl~ that you send me- 
a copy of the Review after the 
Sincere regards, 
Nick & Molly Nattress 
I Rockbridge Park 
Presteigne 
Powys 
Wales RV8 2NT 
College offers new ventures 
who want to learn techniques for 
launching a new product or ser- 
vice. It will consist of six inten- 
sive four-hour workshops 
spread over a 12-week period. 
The workshops will be conduc- 
ted by professionals with prac- 
tical expertise in the specific 
topics offered. 
Program organizer Rainer Gi- 
annelia said the course is open to 
;2: 
TERRACE -- Northwest Com- 
munity College is seeking re- 
sponse from local would-be en- 
trepreneurs and upper manage- 
ment personnel in the region to 
new curriculum proposals. 
The  Northwest Venture Pro- 
ject is a special immersion 
workshop program for people 
who want to enter business, or 
for people who are in business 
"anyone who likes to make 
things happen". 
Management Skills for Super- 
visors is a three-part program 
offered on a demand basis, by,  
NWCC Business and Industry 
Services. Total course duration 
is 90 hours, and it is certified by 
the B.C. Ministry of Education. 
The three sections are Inter- 
personal Skills, Group Skills and 
Administrative Skills. Each sec- 
ty 
tion runs four days at a cost of computer under the supervision of school secretary Jean Thomson while 
 WCC re re. nta- ,e,,ow sto.°n,, w. .awe.o .  
Sot . _  tives indicate that partial reim- Beautification bursement of course fees may be envy. 
slates annual meeting available in some instances User pay for texts 
through the Canada Employ- 
will include election of officers 
for the coming year, a report on 
the society's budget, and:a dis- 
cussion of ideas for :fund, 
raising. ! . " .... ~:  ,~ . 
TERRACE -- The first annual 
general meeting of the Terrace 
Beautification Society will take 
place this weekend, and all local 
'residents interested in improving 
the appearance of the city are in- 
vited to attend. The meeting is 
scheduled for 3 p.m. Saturday, 
Oct. 3 in Hector's dining room 
at the Inn of the West. 
Society spokesman George 
Clark said items on the agenda 
Film 
B.C. is Wayne Sterloff, former- 
ly Western Canada Manager for 
Telefilm Canada. Named to the 
Board are Gordon Adair (Senior 
Partner, Deloitte, Haskins, 
Sells), Crawford Hawkins (Vice 
President of the B.C. Film In- 
dustry Association and member 
of the Premier's Economic Ad- 
visory Council) and Shelley M. 
Trach (Partner, Ladner Downs), 
Grayden Hayward, Deputy Min- 
ister of Tourism, Recreation and 
Culture, and Barry Kelsey, 
Assistant Deputy Minister. 
Clark said he expects by the 
date of the meeting to have a 
decision from the B.C. Lottery 
Foundation on the Society's 
proposal for landscaping the hill 
in front of the Terrace Arena. 
" - "  continued from page 5 
In accepting appointment to 
head Film B.C., Sterloff noted 
that the future was bright for 
British Columbia's indigenous 
industry. "Film B.C. will be 
tough and businesslike in its ap- 
proach to ensure that the pro- 
jects we assist are winners." 
Film B.C.'s programs will be 
phased in beginning with script 
development, and pre-produc- 
tion assistance. All of the pro- 
grams will be in place by 
December 1, 1987. 
l ee  Where it'8 at 
Entertainment 
this 
Week: 
Terrace's 
night life - -  
the  "who 
where and 
when" for 
i ~  ~ ~  .... entertainment. 
• ! 
I Northern Outstanding 
i Motor Enterta,nment 
' I nn  nightly!:'- !/'. 
ment Centre. 
Further information on the 
Northwest Venture Project can 
be obtained from Rainer Gian- 
nelia at 635-6511, local 225. 
(3ofitaet.~ Karenl Birkedal at 
635'65 i 1, local 238, for more in- 
formation on Management 
Skills for Supervisors. 
- - - . . .  • .. ....:~:.:::.. !~ .~. : . . : . . , . :  
Fascinated Uplands Elementary Kindergarten students "with eyes as big as 
Saucers" had the first of two tours of the school office last week. The chil- 
dren experimented with the Macintosh computer, typewriter and photocopier 
under the guidance of school principal Nancy Nelson, secretary Jean Thom- 
son and their teacher, Mrs. Case. Pictured above, Adam Kurth tries out the 
Letter ::t!: dalized..,Students should buy their owr~books. That way they 
will learn to take proper care of 
them. There is too much waste 
in this rich country. 
An immigrant and taxpayer, 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace 
The 
&TOI K 
I ] DODT 
To the Ministry of Education' 
Victoria ,,;~ 
I t  is my belief that school 
books are not worn out as the 
media suggests, but were van- 
Is the stork 
about to  visit YOU? 
Let everyone know about the happy event by having it printed 
in the TerraCe Review. Forms are available at the hospital. 
CRAMM - -  David and GIIlian are pleased to announce the birth of Jared David on September 17, 1987 
weighing 10 Ibs. 11 oz. 
WALL - -  Tim and Barb wish to announce the birth of Devin Andrew, 7 Ibs. 1 oz., on September 18, 1987, 
A brother for T!mmy. , 
'KIRKPATRICK - -  Mr. & Mrs. Garry Kirkpatrick are proud to announce the birth of their son Jeffrey 
William on September 19, 1987. 
TASHOOTS - -  Dee-Dee and Alvin are proud to announce the birth of their Son Calvin Scott on 
September 21, 1987. His weightwas 8 Ibs. 15 oz. 
DUFRESNE - -  Wesley.and Velvetare proud to announce the birth of Daniel Leon, 7 Ibs. 15 oz., on 
September 22, 1987. A brother for Robert Joseph. 
FURNSETH - -  Kelly and Bill are the proud parents of a new daughter, Shasta, born September 24, 1987 
weighing 6 Ibs. 15 oz. 
MANN - -  John's wife Lena gave birth to a lovely baby girl. She weighed 7 Ibs. 5 oz. Her name Is 
Shannon Joey. Born on September 25, 1987. 
SMITH - -  Doug and Linda are delighted to announce the birth of their new daughter Jennifer Dolena, 
born on September 25, 1987 weighing 9 Ibs. 3 oz. A sister fop Matthew and Christopher. 
HESLENFELD - -  Vlnce and LIIia are the proud parents of Andrea Sigourney, born September 25, 1987 
weighing 8 Ibs. 15 oz. 
STEVENS - -  Ivy M. would like to announce the birth of her daughter Kirsten Doris Matlloux, born 
September 26, 1987 at 12:05 p.m. and tipping the scales at 9 Ibs. 5 oz. 
BENSON - -  Sandra and Calvin are pleased to announce the arrival of Brandy Cheyanna Kylie on 
September 26, 1987 weighing 8 Ibs. 8 oz. 
24-hour Phone 
(604)635-4080 '" 
Skeena Mall 
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Melloyds to kick 
off multi-media 
CounterAttack 
exhibitio 
- -  The Ministry of 
Attorney General's Counterat- 
tack display arrived in Terrace 
yesterday and will be open to the 
public at the Skeena Mall until 
Saturday to celebrate "A 
Decade Down A Safer Road". 
According to RCMP Con- 
stable Ewan Harvie, Terrace is 
the first stop on a six-city pro- 
vincial tour this fall. The display 
came to the city through the el, 
forts of the Terrace RCMP's 
ongoing community prevention 
program in conjunction with the 
Attorney General's Department. 
'Travelling with the C~ounterat- 
tack display are the Vancouver- 
based musical group, "The 
Melloyds". 
A hit at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre earlier this year, The 
Melloyds put on a first-class per- 
formance for youth and adult 
alike in Terrace that captured 
audience participation with that 
"good old Rock and Roll beat". 
Singing their message on the 
dangers of drinking and driving, 
the Melloyds will be performing 
at local junior secondary schools 
and Caledonia Senior Secondary 
during their current trip and 
have already put on student per- 
formances at Thornhill .Junior 
Secondary School Tuesday :m0r- 
ning and the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre earlier today. 
In addition, the group will 
also be performing in the Skeena 
Mall throughout the display 
period, and Constable Harvie 
said the public is invited to at- 
tend and enjoy the group's 
music. 
Included in this year's "bigger 
and better" 10th anniversary 
Counterattack display are a talk, 
ing bartender, the ALERT road=. 
side breath-testing vehicle and: 
information booths with many :' 
interesting and informative ar- 
ticles on the Counterattack pro- 
gram and its goals. 
"The Terrace RCMP are pro- 
ud to be able to bring the ] 
Counterattack display to Ter- 
I race aspart of their ongoing prevention programs aimed at 
Tenaco Welcome Wagon coordinator 
Alma Joachim Invites brid~.,;-to-be, 
mothers and guests to a show of 
wedding fashions to be held at the 
Inn of the West Sunday, Oct. 4, from 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m. The show, sponsored 
by Terrace merchants, will feature 
gifts and door prizes. To pro-register, 
call-Alma Joachim at 638-1204. ' • 
Police report 
, Twoqocal drivers will. appear, 
in court, as a rmult. of. ,being 
.cb=rll=l. by .Tara=, P.CMP .with 
.... ~ ddvh l l l , on .~ ' tp¢ ,14 ,  ..... :~ 
n . . .  
reducing the number of im- 
paired driving incidents," said 
Harvie. 
"No:one plans to go out and 
kill or hurt someone with their 
vehicle or to lose their licence 
when they go out for a drink or 
,to a party. 
"Regardless, every year in  
B.C. thousands of people are in- 
jured and hundreds are killed in 
motor vehicle accidents." 
Har~,,ie urged everyone to take 
the time to visit the Counterat- 
tack • display at Skeena Mall, 
catch a performance by the 
Melloyds, and "learn more 
about this problem that costs us 
millions of dollars every year in 
hospital and •court costs". 
He said, "Parents are invited 
to bring their family down and 
start early to explain the •need to 
'Think before you drink and 
drive'." 
• ,,: 
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The singing Melloyds make a return appearance tonight in Terrace in the Skeena mall at 7:30 p.m.:as part of the local 
RCMP detachment's drinking-driving CounterAttack program. The a cappela group has been a hit with young people 
throughout Canada with their message of an intoxicant-free lifestyle. 
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VOLLEYBALL GIRLS 
SEEK ZONE TITLE 
Winning the Northwest Zone 
and placing higher in the provin- 
cial finals are the goals for coach 
Clayton Lloyd-Jones' Caledonia 
Senior High School Kermode 
Girls' volleyball team this 
season. 
With Six players returning 
from last season, Lloyd-Jones 
also has a good crop of rookies 
coming up from junior high 
school. 
In November of last year, 
Kermode girls won the zone at 
Kitimat with victories over 
Prince Rupert and the host 
team. 
A couple of tight losses at the 
16-team B.C. finals at North 
Vancouver in early December 
gave Kermodes 13th place 
overall. 
They had won only two of 
seven preliminary matches at 
North Van and dropped to the 
consolation round, where they 
needed a three-set win over Mis- 
sion to gain 13th spot. 
Coach Lloyd-Jones will be 
counting on .Lisa Dams and 
Michele Hendry to lead the 
team. Both played for the B.C. 
juvenile reps and helped them 
win the Can-Am championship 
at Edmonton this summer. 
Other returnees are Donna 
Fulmer, Connie Hansen, Jan- 
Marie Wi l son  and Terra 
Shiechuk. '~Among' rookies -~ ex- 
pected to crack the lineup they 
have Cheryl Blanes, Denise 
Kluss and Monica Rauter. 
The team had their first 
outing last weekend at the 
Smithers playday (results can be 
found elsewhere in this edition). 
In addition to  zone com- 
mitments, Kerrnodes are also 
lined up for tournament action 
at Vanderhoof on the Oct. 17 
weekend. 
They also have a major" series 
at Sutherland High School in  
North Vancouver on Oct. 31. 
Sutherland won the B.C. title 
last December. 
Lloyd-Jones hopes to line up 
one more series, but it won't be 
the annual tournament at 
U.B.C. He points out that 
U.B.C. operates a tournament 
that's unfair to some and too 
fair  to others. 
• As  for zone opponents, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert are 
the only other double 'AA' 
teams. Other senior high squads 
like Smithers, Hazelton and 
Houston are single 'A' status. 
The formula for 'A' and 'AA' 
is set by female student popula- 
tion in grades 11 and 12. For 
girls' volleyball it's 150 students. 
Less than that number puts you 
in 'A' where competition is 
mostly weaker. Above 150 
makes you 'AA' regardless of. 
your team strength. 
'A' teams can move into 'AA' 
if they feel they • have a con- 
tender. However, 'AA' cannot 
drop back to 'A' due to the 
population rule. 
An  example is Smithers. 
They're strong enough for 'AA' 
but prefer competition in 'A '  
where they placed third at the 
B.C. final last year. 
The Northwest Zone finals are 
• the Nov. 14"Weekend,"and 'pro:~: 
vincial finals are the last 
weekend in November. 
As for zone opponents, 
Lloyd-Jones• feels Kitimat 
should be most competitive due 
to good juniors coming up and 
some tall veterans. Prince 
Rupert should be improved as 
well, but the zone final will like- 
ly be a battle between Kermodes 
and Kitimat. 
Yasinchuk takes 
Skeena Valley 
men's golf title 
John Yasinchuk, the recent 
winner of the Duffers' Open 
golf tournament at Prince 
Rupert, added one more victory 
to his list, on Sept. 20 when his 
156 score gave him the Skeena 
Valley Men's Club champion- 
ship by one, stroke over Frank 
Malenfant. 
The overall low net for the 
36-hole event, which was played 
in steady rain over two days, 
went to Rick Letawski with a 
136. 
Malenfant settled for low 
gross in the championship flight 
with his 157. He was one stroke 
up on Brock Waldron (158) and 
~;ix ahead of Mark Kloske (163). 
Clayton Lloyd-Jones took net 
honors for the championship 
flight with 140. He was followed 
by Mickey Johnson (145) and 
Mark Whitney (148). 
The first flight low gross went 
to Kelly Jones with 162. Next 
was Jim Rigler (164) and Dave 
Little (176). 
Dick Graf had first flight low 
net with 137. Dale Schuweiler 
(148) and HaroldCox (149) were 
next in line. 
In the third flight, gross 
honors went to Chris Chicoine 
with 175." He beat out Steve 
Holtom (i83) and Art Hlushak 
(187). Keith Williams won the 
net with 138, followed by Hans 
Fedderson (144) and Jim Lynch 
(145). 
For the fourth flight, Brian 
Kennedy's 198 was tops fo r  
gross. Next was Dick Shinde 
(201) and Wayne Barson (209). 
For net it was Rick Clark with 
145, then Brian McIntyre (146) 
and Pat Matthews (152). 
Fifty-seven members com- 
peted in this tournament. 
I I 
Tlcm¢l Fd~.  and Famllles of Schlzophrenlcs Is a support group 
that meets once permonth. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday of the month 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Conference Room at Mllls Memorlal Hospltal. 
One alto of the group Is to provide community educatlon about thls lll. 
ne~. Anyone wlslng to learn more or become part of thls group Is 
welcome to attend the rneetlnge. Please call 638.3325 for fuflher Info. 
I I 
The 6cores are... - • , . :  , 
NORTHWEST ZONE HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS ................. 
FOR OCTOBER 3 WEEKEND ' : '  
Senior Boys and Girls Volleyball - -  at Kitimat 
Junior Boys Volleyball - -  at Prince Rupert's Booth ,. ..... 
Junior Girls Volleyball - -  at Prince Rupert and Kitwanga 
Grade 8 Girls Volleyball - -  at Hazelton 
Senior Boys Soccer - -  at Kitimat 
Junior Boys Soccer - -  at Prince Rupert's Booth 
Cross-Country - -  at Prince Rupert's Booth and Chandler Park 
- , , . .7  " ' : r  • : 
- , •  
sponsored by... 
Braid I ur cc 
 cncics Ltd. 
Come in to our office at 
4648 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
Phone 638-8581 
A complete personalized 
Insurance Agency for 
Home • Life • Fire 
Boat e Business 
AUTHORIZED AGENTS 
The T.W.U. team competed in the Squirt boys' div s on of Terrace minor softball this season. Picture by Ken'a Pholo 
The All 8eeemm learn competed In the Peewee division of Terrace minor softball this season. Picture by Ke.'s P~, '-J 
. . . .  , ,  , , . 
. . . ,  . • . . . .  , . , . - , .+ , .  ,+ ,  , " . ' t  + . 
• . ,  * . .  + .  . . . .  , . + . -  . 1  • 
Rudy o Co  .... ++o • t Io rad  ,--, 
.~,nother Terrace graduate ju'nior hockey career with 
from the local minor hockey Kamloops of the Western 
. team that won three B.C. titles Hockey League. 
in the late 1970's and 80's will be He and 16 other youthful 
playing hockey this season with players were assigned to Col. 
Colorado of the International orado from the main Ranger 
Hockey League. 
~Rudy Poeschek, son of Mr. 
and Mrs, Gerry .Poeschek~ of 
• Terrace, was drafted by the New 
York Rangers after a sucesffql 
" r - -  Gi rlsout 
of topten 
B.C. pre-season rankings for: 
senior high school' girls 
volleyball have been released, 
but IGtimat, Terra~ and Prince 
Rupert haven't gotten •positions 
in the top 10 --  so fa r .  
Last year's champs from 
North Vancouver's Sutherland 
High are rated number one in 
double 'AA'. Prince George has 
two teams in the top ranks --  
College Heights (number 3) and 
Senior Secondary (number 8). 
In the single 'A' division, 
Smithers i  touted as second best 
in the province, behind Sentinel 
of North Van. D.P. Todd of 
Prince George is rated fifth. 
camp.late last week. 
Sports notes 
• The.Terrace Badminton Club 
is kicking off:its season with a 
two-day open doubles tourna- 
ment on Oct. 3 and 4 at Thorn- 
hill Junior High School. The en- 
try deadline isThursday, Oct. 1. 
Enter by contacting Dee Jenion 
at 2102 Churchill Drive (phone 
638-1678). 
Plans call for men's and ladies 
doubles, mixed doubles, and all 
three doubles in the veteran 
category. 
COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
REGISTRAT ION 
Player registration for the 
Terrace Commercial Hockey 
League is on. You ~an sign up 
from noon to 6 p,m., and 10 
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Skeena 
Hotel. Just ask for Norm. Also, 
players from last year are asked 
to return their uniforms. 
I]OOK 
~]ROP 
: .  +- . ,  • . 
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_The Skeena Roadrunnerl Club's Gary Pettipas, left, handled registration duties for the Terracesessi0n'0f the Terry 
aboutt'°x run$1tor,400cancerln pledges.research funds on Sept. 13. Competitors igned up in front of the Terrace.library, and later raised 
J : +~i~+ .:, "~:  . 
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Soccer champs 
This is the Terrace Youth Soccer team that took first place for the season in the Under-aDivislon. In the front row are 
(left to right) Danny Wlerenga, SethDowns, Adam Snyder, Jeffrey Masks, Brant Stokkeland and Travis Frlesen; in 
back(left to right), coach Nick Kolllae, Jaymon Brouwer, Cameron EyJolfson, Adam Vienneau, Calvin Glesbracht, 
Koatae Kolllas and assistant coach Ed Fdesen. Missing from photo is Jessy Allan. • " , " 
Terrace Peaks off+ to 
start for new season 
by Terrace contributor 
. Irene Kuhar 
The Terrace Peaks Gym- 
nastics Club is off to a great 
start this year. The club has 
registered 100 members from the 
ages of 4 and up. All classes 
started September 26th. We 
have a very busy season ahead of 
us and will need a lot of help. 
The club is a Volunteer organ- 
ization and is run by individuals 
assist he coaching staff and en- 
sure continued growth of the 
sport of gymnastics in this com- 
munity. 
PROGRAMS 
Instruction is organized 
within three major club divi- 
sions: 
Snperkids: Levels ! and I! "-  
Through a variety of " fun" ac- 
tivities, children are introduced 
to gymnastics apparatus and 
elected by the membership atthe movement patterns intended to 
annual general meetings held develop improved movement 
each fall and spring. All parents awareness, better balance and 
and guardians of registered gym- 
nasts are eligible to vote or to 
stand for executive office, and 
are especially urged to assist on 
one of the club committees or 
special projects. By overseeing 
the •financial and general 
business of the club, parents can 
physical coordination. Each 
class consists of five groups of 
six or seven gymnasts arranged 
according to level of experience 
or ability. Skills taught are 
selected from the NCCP Level I 
manual, the Premier's Sports 
Award program for gymnastics, 
and the C.G.F. "DeveloPment'! 
program- red and white levels. 
P~e-C~m~fltlve .Division - -  A 
more specific program of gym- 
nastics instruction for children 
who have developed proficiency 
in basic skills and who demon- 
strate aptitude and enthusiasm. 
Group display routines plus an 
introduction to competitive-type 
training apply here. 
-Competitive Division - -  In- 
tensiveand specific instruction is
provided for a limited number 
of selected individuals. Candi" 
dates must demonstrate consid- 
erable physical ability plus an ar- 
tistic sensitivity. They must be 
highly motivated and willing to 
dedicate a great deal of time and 
effort to their chosen sport. 
Gymnasts are selected to this 
Division on the basis of audi- 
continued on page 21 
Toy Run  nets: , 
. - . " • .  
over 150 gifts 
The fifth annual "Roadrun- 
ners Toy Run" held Saturday in 
Terrace attracted about 70 bikes 
and, 110 r iders  from, Terrace~ 
Kitimat, Houston, Smithers, 
Stewart and Prince Rupert, ac- 
cording to event organizer 
James Gilharn. 
Gilham said he was pleased 
with this year's run, which 
resulted in the donation of ap- 
proximately 150 toys to Capt. 
John Harker for the Salvation 
Army's Christmas Gift Cam- 
paign in Terrace and Kitimat. 
An encouraging addition to 
this year's run, said Gilham, was 
"the heightened community 
awareness" ofTerrace residents. 
He said that besides eeing a 
greater number of spectators 
along the route, one fund raising 
,project in Thornhill raised $351 
as well as a box full of toys. 
• According to Giiham, the 
• ",unofficial Harley club" put a 
Harley-Davidson gas tank on 
the bar at the Thornhill Neigh- 
borhood Pub to collect he mon- 
ey, and one member's on or- 
ganized neighborhood young- 
sters to go door-to-door col- 
lecting toys. 
Gilham said these types of 
projects fall outside the original 
intent of the Toy Run, but said 
he is pleased the club generated 
this kind of support and corn- 
munity generosity with their an- 
nual run, and hehopes to see 
more of it in the sixth annual 
Toy, Run on, the last Saturday of 
September in 1988. 
The Roadrunners Toy Run 
began at the •weigh ,scales in 
Thornhill at the intersection o f  
Highway 16and 37 at 2 p.m. last 
Saturday, proceeded west on 
Highway 16 to the Sands Over- 
pass, Greig Ave. to Clinton St., 
Lakelse to Eby, Lazelle Ave. to 
Kalum St. and ended at the Inn 
of the West. 
Gilham gave a big "thank- 
you" to the staff and manage- 
ment of the Inn of the West who 
provided ~ the bikers with a free 
beverage of their choice follow. 
ing the run. 
According to Gilham the free 
beverage .was first offered to 20 
riders five years ago and, 
through the generosity Of the 
hotel, it has become an annual 
-tradition. 
Police 
Police are iny..estigating a
motor vehicle accidea/t that oc- 
curred on Kalum lake Drive 
Sept. 19. A Rosswood woman 
suffered minor injurks when the 
vehicle she was driving falled lto 
negotiate a curve. 
i~t t  
Wednesday is " 
SHIRT 
DAY 
Men's business shirts 
or Ladles' cotton blend 
dress shirts 
expert ly laundered 
TWO LOCATIONU TO 
SERVE YOU BE'I-rER!! 
Kiddie Corner from the Post Office 
Thornhlll P~bll¢ Market 
+]'?i#ta r¢ls r, oan ra 
__  [ .•"  
. . ,  . - • .  
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Quick and easy... 
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TERRACE 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
West  Coast  
Ch imney  Serv ice  
Clean Chimney Maintenance 
Dealer for: 
FINGARD CHIMNEY 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
635-9557 
Th0rnhill Grocery 
& LaUndromat 
• Open7da.ys " a week 8a.m. -11 p.m. 
, • Fresh meat cut daily 
• Fresh produce, 'Take-out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across.from Thornhill Elementary 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronics 
repair services 
Service centre for most 
major brands 
Satelite TV systems 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
• Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
Sales & Service VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all  makes all makes 
Kalum Electric Ltd, 3~3, ~,,°~ s,635.6286 
¢4bdonla Senior Secondary grade 12 chemistry students used a catalyst to 
determine the reaction rate of bleach at various temperatures last week. 
Teacher Mike Reid explained that bleach breaks down slowly to produce ox- 
ygen gas at room temperature, but too slowly to be measured. Thestudents' 
Your complete ~,  
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
source for all 
your heating 
challenge was to determine the reaction rate of a catalized reaction above Suppv Ltd. 
and be lo~om:  temperature and to compare them.} Pictured above, 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
Caledonlali~efit. :: i:> - Andrea Murray meets the challenge.. !].".: :-. " _ 111 T.- 
Pr@empioymeni -]'OTAL 
,,. - BUS INESS SERVICES 
program prepares  • " ~ VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING ) . . - ~ 24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
CONTRACTING 
Commercial & Residential Construction, 
Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
Wood Stove Installations 
4~918 MOUNmNV, EW AV~. 635-5859 
TERRACE[ B.C. Ir . . . . . . .  -T 
!~~.~ Speclallzlng hl . " ~;/~~ 4x4 and 
Automat ic  
T ransmiss ion  
~'~.~' Repairs  • 
stud e nt s fo r ,;' success , I 63& 8795 
. . . . . .  i #1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. VeG 2N4 
Life iskills combined with 
basic job training forms a solid, 
Work-oriented foundation for 
students in Skeena Junior Sec- 
ondary's two year Pre-Employ- 
meat Program. 
According to Skeena teacher, 
Frank Rowe, when students 
leave the Skeena program they 
have developed the necessary 
skills and positive attitude need- 
ed for success in "on'site work 
experience" at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. 
"The ultimate goal is in- 
dependence," he saidth 
Rowe explained at basic 
skills such as getting to work on 
time, handling an  assignment 
without argument, working co- 
operatively with others and 
maintaining a safe work enw- .,~% ~--:,. ~ . 
ronment were important aspects 
of the training, but at junior 
levels the emphasis is on the 
quality of the work, not the 
speed with which it is done. 
"The primary purpose at this 
level is to introduce the kids to 
the demands that an employer 
might have and the responsibil- 
ities that they might have as 
workers when they go on to 
work experience at the Senior 
Secondary level,' 'said Rowe. 
Academics are also an impor- 
tant part of-the program, with 
topics like consumer skills, life 
skills and access to community 
services topping the list. 
Included in the curriculum are 
subjects uch as comparative 
shopping, keeping a personal 
budget, writing a resume, filling 
out a job application and calcu- 
lating your income by subtrac- 
ting statutory wage deductions. 
"In the final analysis, the Pre- 
Employment Program is devel- 
oping responsible adults for the 
future," said Rowe. 
Looking at social fights and 
. responsibilities is an important 
aspect of the course. "Students 
learn the obligations of a group 
member to contribute to the 
goals of a group, all the way up 
to the obligations of a citizen in 
society to respect and uphold the 
laws and participate in the dem- 
ocratic process," said Rowe. 
And finally, he said, looking 
at safety considerations on the 
job, inthe home and in the com- 
munity ensures a healthy en- 
vironment for everyone. 
- B°ard eP  ks 
P:eCs  E 'd  At the annual 
general meeting of  the Teri'ace 
and District Hospital Associa- 
tion on Sept. 22,two trustee posi- 
tions were up f,m" election. The 
44 voting members present re- 
elected Olga Power for another 
three-year term, and Dennis 
Brewer was elected to a three- 
year term over incumbent Greg 
Broadway. 
The board elected Fred Hislop 
as president, replacing 1.986,87 
president Lind~ Hamilton, and 
Dawn Martin was elected vice- 
president• . 
Elected trustees for the com- 
ing year are Tom Laurie, Olga 
Power, Linda Hamilton, Dennis 
Brewer, Fred Hislop and Dawn 
Martin. Appointed board mem- 
hers are David Lane, represent-- 
ing the provincial government, 
Ruth Halleck, representing the 
Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine, Me Takhar, represen- 
ting the City of Terrace, and 
Angela Mostad from the Mills 
Memorial Hospital Auxiliary. 
Mary Little also sits on the 
board as an honorary lifetime 
trustee. 
Terms expiring in 1988 are 
those of Linda Hamilton and 
Dawn Martin. -. 
. ; , .  _ .  
ALL'I J J I :~]I" ! TERRACE LTD. 
GLASS ~ 4711-A Kolt" Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
North Coast Auto 
Repairs Ltd 3==0 .,v,,, Dr., Te.ac. .. . .  : ~,~s~Z - " 
I . . . .  
inf latable Boat Repairs O e 
Durable - -  High Quality ~'~¢o~ 
_,~\¢P Vulcanizing Repairs ",- -' 
We specialize in Conveyer Belt ~t@~ 
Installations, Splicing, and Repairs. 
i Vulcarfizlng and Pulley Lagging. 
I 24 HOUR. _SE_RVICE 
HI-QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
., 338.0663 638-8 
MERC CRUISERS ~. MARINER OUTBOARDS :" t~;.4U "IU/'6-----'-- 
' HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS Industrial 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS Commercial & , ,~z  
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS • ' Residential r ~ ) . 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
w ,.o "V  • °L ,~o ,,ow. ~.o..=~ i r  
• KEN'S  MARINE N 1~ 
" • a te ' s  lectrl lc 
4946 Grei.g Ave. Phone! 635-2909 " ' .  Nathan,Wdddell -- Electrical Contractor 
• , 4931  Lmzo l lo  Ave . ,  Ter race  
' ] _L  I I I !  I 
B&G ANDSTORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. GROCERY Agentd :~or 
Laundromat  & 'Carwash  
Open 8:30 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum ..:,~ 635-6180 
. .  ff UNITED 
Unite  Van Lines ~UNITED 
~vu~rrEo 
... acros~ town or across the nation. 
: • 635-2728 
3111 B)akeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In Kltlmat --•Phone 632-2544 
Sales and Service for " 
• Motorcycles ~. Ch=lnsaws 
' .  ~ ' SnowmoMles ,  Madne Suppl ies 
.... TERRACE ~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~. LTD. 
4441 Lakeise Ave,. Terrace " Ph. 835.6384 
&~ CANVAS WORKS , ~ '7,¢~J't,¢~¢ 
Manufacturer of Car Covers & Canvas Truck Canopies Custom Drapes Curtains 
"-"] ~ Blinds - Shades - Woven Woods 
R.R.#3, Johns Rd. ROLAND PUE1Z Custom Bedspreads 
Terrace, 8.G. Phone 635-4348 ~ Residential. Commercial. Industrial 
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Cast chosen for 
new production 
"~'~= It l i}~ as Charlie; "fOe zucChiatti as ] r [c~[ -~ lC[  Bilge; Tim Reinert as Waters; 
ILillrlrldE Marc Smith as Rev. Jeremiah 
l Hl- l l E Pitts; and Monica Cote as Jam- 
. balaya. In addition music direc- 
~ ~s~^mMsm,. tion will be taken care o f  by ,,:-.,,,¢~. ,.¢. vm 2P., 
PHONE638-1215 Bonnie MacNeil, set design by  
.................. ' - - • Dave Battison, costuming, by 
Roselynn Fleury, and assistant 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace Lit- direction by Jo Falconer. 
tie Theatre recently announced a 
comedy-musical called "Hea- The production is in .~u~. 
.van's To Betsy" as their newest operation with Terrace Theatre 
project. Alive and the Terrace Com. 
..The play..will be produced by munity Band..  :- :. ;:.. 
Marylin :Kerr and ,directed by . . . .  . ::..:+ 
:Merry Halls0r. The production The play is setaboard ~/~ 
will ~ke.plaCe inth¢ R.E.M. Lee and provides .comedY, ro~,  
ThenCe bnN0~,. 13 and.14 as.-a :and music in  a . fami ly -o f i~  
:Diamond Jubilee + .event, +,.~ .... -,package. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-~e,,, 
-i C_,astingl was,:rec~tly, c~, i  ~.• .•/.-: :" . . . .  ':: i:. 
" ~ ~ lm~r~luero= are seeking ~lew members, from raw beginners to experienced squaredancers.  Yhe club recent ly ,  p la ted  +/.foi "°-: the:  :~ lay ; - :and  :d ie  ;~,. i;".'Tid~et.~ Wii!  "~ -~,~tel ,+ ~- ?~~ 
-*~nnounced.a~l l  (p~;ogram of.c lasses.to be held at the Terrace Arena. : . . . .  + • : .~... ; . . .  . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =,,~=~,~, 
• chosen main Characters wiltbe.' S'httg and Sound at.S6 fo r fe i t s '  ....... 7=,~ ++ Dance group seeks members ~ Curtis Mathews as Captain Dar. and $S for children and seni0rs. 
: : ' i  : " ' " +SDarb.y; .iT0dd Bellamy,as ::Mr.'i:'.::,Di~:No+i.".13there.wil[:b¢~ 
' + ' i i i. :: b¥;+'N~°i'ah++"FergUs°n as Mrs. :  " '  : , . ,  Z+";::.: 
-- . . . . . . .  • " : / -Garr~on;...Pare, .Ken .as .Kate; :~.m. show.andonNov,,, 141h=.e 
Lisa Cote as Agatha; Yoanne/~:...will be a2p.m, matinee and~g The..SkeenaSquares Square /~un.rather than precision dane- .dancers are scheduled for Friday GreeningasBe~y; AlanWest0n:i:~m._show. 
+ . : ,~ ,C lub  recently: armounc- ing. She said singles:and couples .nights at theTerrace Arena from . . . . .  
~l-they~dll be sponsoring begin- :of any age-are welcome, and the 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. ~" +' " ~ + • ,+- ....... ' , •-+: -:-~.-., 
It=" .~ , in  their lively activity .£¢e for lessons is $2 .per ~ht :  . . . .  For moreinformationcOnl~ac[ 
on Frklaynights from 7:30:p,m; Sessions fo r  experienced Carol Glen at635-2122. 
to.8:30 p.m. in~+the Terrace :,. ..... :- • . -p . ,+  :.+ - . . .  
Arena. Summer arts school Ciub -~ representative Ann  "' . . : Chow explained that hedancing . i.:~ / :. : 
is done by groups of eight people 
arrangedinasquaref°rmati°n'//;mleets~th movements beingd0ne to • high demand 
the command of a caller. Some 
of: the common sounds heard at 
a square dance are, Allemand~e! 
VLeft, GrandLeft and Right, Do 
Si Do, and Promenade and Sw- 
ing Your Partner. Those in- 
terested in finding out the mean- 
in, of these curious terms are in, 
vited to take part in the lessons. 
Chow emphasized that the ob- 
ject of square dancing is having. 
contributed by 
• Terrace Little Theatre i 
':-: ~ summer?school stdff ..... ~ 
~!'0hce again. Terrace Little 
Th~tre had a very successful 
summer-school. Both sessions 
were filled very quickly and with 
such large numbers, the summer 
school proved to be challenging 
yet fun and attended with a great 
Legion to sponsor 
fall fashion show 
.+ by Terrace contributor novelty stallwere kept busy sup, 
Roy Greening plying the dancers with paper 
hats, balloons and horns which 
The Royal Canadian Legion were freely used to add to the 
will : be  sponsoring a fashion merriment. Delicious refresh, 
show on Oct. 25 and the pro-  ments were served by the ladies. 
coeds will be goh!g to Meals on  A four piece Legion orchestra 
Wheels. All- lady :,members are .provided music for  the dancing. 
urged to attend, as wellasladies The out-of-town visitors, were 
deal Of enthusiasm. 
~++ Throughout the six weeks~we 
~taught*6~cfiildren, ages 6 t~l'~t, 
general theatre,;skills. The stu- 
dents learned~i'~laxation, con- 
centration, body/character  
movement; breathing, voice 
control, staging, co-operation , 
on-the-spot hinking, imagina- 
tion building, listening, being in 
front of and being an audience, 
and many other skills that are 
useful for everyday life. We gave 
workshops on *lighting, staging, 
speaking, stage, make,up and 
mime. 
At the end of each three-week 
session, we put together a per- 
formance with each #oup. The 
students really learned what it is 
like to put.ona performance in a 
• professional manner while being 
both on-stage and back stage. 
Congratulations to our stu- 
dents who all performed well 
and bedame our friends. Thank 
of  the.general public. Mr. and Mrs. Dobbie of Copper you to the Terrace Little Theatre 
The fashion shoW.• will take. City and Major Hearne and Rod for maki~tg the summer school 
l~u:e at the .Terrace,.Hotel at 1 McRae of Lakelse. experience possible[ 
p;m + on  that., date. There will be . 
a luncheon ~and o f¢our~, 'an  : _ _  
........ + ....... ~ . , ,w~=uaLshow +put .~m, by . t J ~ r ~ e , : i l + + ~ ~ q l ~ . . ,  . . . . . .  .~  .+ i ~ s m s  i 
WeD-known shops, Tickets are, J ~ ~ _ _ - : U l r ' -7  ~1 | 
$15 and are available at the I ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~  ~. ,  ,1~1 
Legion, Sheffield&Son, Rose'sll ~ ~ ~ . _ ' ~ 1 1 =  ' .!:~;~ I 
Shop, the Terrace Co,Op and 
from :Betty Misfeldt and Connie . 
Delmarque. Watch the papers 
for more information. It will be 
on the air, too. Remember, pro- 
ceeds go to Meals on Wheels. 
I understand that Neil Nord -~ 
strom and partner won the big 
dart tournament at the Kitimat 
Legion. Congratulations! 
Upon looking back in this, 
our Diamond Jubilee year, there 
was an article in the Omineca 
Herald (Terrace section) dated 
Jan. 8, 1930 which reads:  
A most successful dance was 
held in the G. W.V.A. hall on 
New Year's eve under the aus- 
pices o f  the Canadian Legion. 
Being an annual event the 
members pared no pains to 
make it the Unusual event it pro- 
ved to be, Those in charge of the 
FALL CLEAN-UP WEEK 
SEPTEMBER 28- OCTOBER 2, 
1987 
The City of Terrace's Public Works Department will 
pick up extra garbage andrefuse, free of charge, from 
Monday, September 28 to Friday, October 2, 1987. 
Thisservice does NOT include car bodies, stumps or 
industrial waste. Kindly arrange to have this extra 
garbage and waste material set .out on your regular 
pick up day. Please have garbage and waste material in 
plastic bags or cartons to assist in the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day 
'calendars, as garbage pick up days change following 
all Statutory Holidays. 
The City of Terrace 
W30~ 
, . ,~ . , , ,~v ,v ,  ~unwuu. lnu l luy  ,40~}UUIdt t~U WIL I I  t l l~  management  
function and  to learn how to develop some of the I 
basic management skills needed,,to achieve a high 
level of performance. " : 
FBDB's Management Seminars are ~ stimulating and 
thought-provoking. Using realistic case studles~ par- 
ticipants can assess theirmanagement approach andv: 
techniquesin given situations. Group discussions and  
presentations enable participants to benefit from each~ 
other's experience. + ..... ,:, 
• Th is  .seminar willbe held: .~ " : ~1 " ". 1 '" "r' "' ~ ' ~, ~q~ n'' ~[ n 
: . October 7, 1987 2:00- 9:00 p.m. ' , :,:,~ ]
: . . . . .  , Northwest Community.College ~ ..... .- . . . . .  ~,,.+~:.~ | 
: . Ter race  Campus~ ,.. • . . . .  c~i+. .+ [ +. 
• , ..... ; Registration fee .for ' th is  full-day 
• $6500 •Seminar. This includes meal cost, all 
. . . . . .  reference material .and our  atter. 
seminar service. 
Register now with: 
Student Services: 635-6511 Loc. 203 
• Northwest Community College 
La  Banque o f / re  sea  serv ices  dang les  deux  
langues  o f f i c ie l les .  
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
Federal Business 
Development Bank 
Banque fdddrale 
de ddveloppement 
• Canad  
r .+~j  
.? 
.! 
• ~. '  "3t 
• . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  
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Wood-lot l icenses, open 
in Kalum district 
TERRACE - -  The Kalum 
Forest District office recently 
stated that, for the first time in 
two years, applications will be 
accepted for woodlot licenses in 
the district. 
Norm Parry, Small Business 
Forester for the local office, said 
the program has been reopened 
here to allocate the Kalum 
district's full allowable woodlot 
license annual cut of 4,500 cubic 
meters. Three woodlots are 
presently operating here with an 
annual cut of 3,000 cubic 
meters, he said. 
The intent of the woodlot 
license program is to encourage 
private citizens and small groups 
with forestry knowledge and ex- 
perience to apply<for Crown 
timber or to establish timber 
management onprivately owned 
land. The program is aimed at 
small business operations, with a 
stipulated maximum of 400 hec- 
tares for each license issued for 
Crown timber. Individuals who 
own timber processing facilities 
like sawmills are not eligible. 
"The criteria used for 
evaluating woodlot license ap- 
plications are the amount and 
quality of private land proposed 
for inclusion, the proximity of 
the appl icant's permanent 
residence to the proposed 
woodlot, and the amount of ex- 
penence or training the appli- 
cant has in forest management," 
Parry said. He added that 
woodlot licenses are issued for 
stands of Crown timber that 
would not be suitable for inclu- 
sion in other forms of forest 
tenure. Access must, alread 
in place for the proposed 
woodlot, and the property must 
be able to sustain a minimum 
annual cut Of 200 cubic meters, 
he said. 
The deadline for applications 
is Nov. 27. After the applica- 
tions have been evaluated, the 
successful applicants will be re- 
quired to prepare amanagement 
and working plan for the license 
area. Assistance in preparing the 
plan is available through the 
Forest Service or from private 
forest consultants. 
? 
Further information is avail- 
able from the Kalum District of- 
fice of the' B.C. Ministry of 
Forests and Lands at 310-4722 
Lakelse Ave., or by telephone at 
638-3290. 
Japanese, visitors express 
app'recmat.-m.o.n for tour 
Young Louis Kaneko, who visited Tar. 
race this summer with his family from 
Japan, models some of the memories 
he took home from the Northwest. 
Terrace tour operators Skeena 
Holidays recently received a letter of 
thanks from the Kanekos. 
ART GROUP 
WILL MEET 
TONIGHT 
Are  you an artist, either 
beginner, or advanced, or 
something in between, who 
would like to meet with other ar- 
tists on an infirmal basis, to 
paint and share ideas? 
On Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Emily Carr "Studio at 
• Northwest Community College 
local artists will gather. 
Local artist Peter Dickson will 
start the session with a short 
meeting to gather ideas for the 
fall program and to set up a bit 
of structure for the organiza- 
tion. 
Join us tonight. For further 
information call the Terrace 
Parks & Recreation office at 
'63"8-1174. •
TERRACE - -  Roy Greening of 
Skeena Holidays recently receiv- 
ed a letter from a satisfied 
customer from Japan who had 
visited Terrace in August. 
Skeena Holidays provides 
packages for Japanese tourists 
who wish to visit Terrace, for 
fishing or sight-seeing. Whole 
families can be accommodated 
by the company and many activ- 
ities are offered. 
. . .Accordj.ng .to.R0y Gr,eening,. 
fishing seems to be a major at'- 
traction, but there are many 
things to do for the tourists who 
haven't come to enjoy the Nor- 
thwest sport. Picnics at Lakelse 
Lake, shopping, sight-seeing, 
and touring places like Heritage 
Park are some of the many ac- 
tivities which can be enjoyed by 
these visitors: 
The Kaneko family i'ecently 
spent some time in Terrace, en- 
joying the hospitality of the peo- 
ple; while Mr. Kaneko enjoyed 
fishing, the rest of the family 
took part in some touring 
around the Terrace area. Their 
five-day adventure resulted in a 
beautiful 24-pound steelhead, 
some souvenirs and a new per- 
specti~,e of Canada. 
':"~Ac~6rdfiig b:- Greening-Ter'~ 
race residents really made the 
visitors welcome and the Ka- 
neko's were surprised to see such 
hospitality. In the letter, Mrs. 
Kaneko suggested that she'd like 
to come back next summer to 
take up where they left off. 
Single company 
taxi service 
to continue 
TERRACE - -  The B.C. Motor 
Carrier Commission has rejected 
both the initial application and 
an appeal by the proprietor of 
Thornhill-based Chimo Delivery 
to start a second taxi company in 
Terrace. 
Ada Solowoniuk said expan- 
sion into a passenger service 
would be a natural move for her 
successful delivery business, and 
she added that the application to 
put four taxis on the road was 
supported and encouraged by 
many of her local clients. 
After the Motor Carrier Com- 
mission refused the application 
on June 23, Solowoniuk re- 
quested and received an appeal 
hearing in Terrace on Sept. 9. 
According to the minutes of the 
hearing, she stated the proposed 
operation would employ eight 
drivers and three dispatchers to 
provide a 24-hour service. A 
detailed business plan, however, 
was not presented. 
The document states that 
general complaints were filed 
against he existing taxi service, 
Kalum Kabs, regarding service 
delays but the complaints were 
not specific to time, date and 
place. 
The sole objection to the ap- 
plication was Aisla Henderson, 
proprietor of Kalum Kabs, who 
argued that the current volume 
of taxi business in the area is 
"insufficient to keep all of the 
cabs she had licensed employed 
full time", despite Solowoniuk's 
contention that she intended to 
provide a supplementary rather 
than competing service. Hender- 
son also insisted that delays• in 
service are the exception rather 
the rule, with an average 
customer wait being about ten 
minutes. 
The Motor Carrier Commis- 
sion upheld its original rejection 
of the application, stating 
"there is no convincing evidence 
that Terrace does not have an 
adequate taxi service". 
Terrace remains the only ma- 
jor community in the Northwest 
with a one-company taxi in- 
dustry. 
SolowOniuk Said she is con- 
sidering filing a new application. 
I I  I I I I  I 
October 26 the "All Seasons Half Marathon" will be on october 25 at 
the Public Library starting at 1:00 p.m. Registration forms can be pick- 
ed up at All Seasons Sporting Goods. Volunteers are needed to help on 
the day of the event, call Elizabeth for more information, 635-3487. 
II I I 
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Sacred Heart 
Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:00 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's• Anglican: 
Episcopal Church Rector Rev~: 
Sunday Services:~ , Sheila Champion 
9 a.m; & 11 a.m. commencing Sept. 131 
Sunday school classes begin Sept, 20 and will be held dUring the 9 a.rn. service. Please 
register now, Child care I s available during the 9 a.m. service, 
4506 Lakelse Ave 635.9019 
Sunday School and 
Adult Class: 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Pastor Roy.: 
Michael R. Bergman 
3229 Sparks Street- 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh, Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
Pastor:. 
Ole Unruh - -  635.7313 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
635-3232 3306 Griffiths 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
sunday ServiceS: "~ 
11:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Bob Shatford 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m, 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazel le Ave. 
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Early Service: Pastor:. 
8:30 a.m. John Caplin 
Sunday School: Assoc. Pastor: 
10:00 a.m. Len Froese 
Morning Service: Evening Service 
11:15a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
635-2434 3511 Eby Street 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: 
9:45 a.m. Rick Wiebe 
Divine Worship: 
11:00 a.m, 
Fellowship Service: All are cordially invited 
6:30 p.m. 
Youth Ministr ies.  Home Bible Studies • Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:45 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Walsh Avenue 635.6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Pastor:. Sunday Services: 
• 11 a.m. & 5 p.m. m I I  Peter Sluys - 635-2621 
i VacationBible School This summer from July 13-17 I 
3602 S arks 635- 173 
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• Terrace Concert Society 
The first offering of the Ter- 
race Concert Society's season 
last weekend attracted:an audi: 
ence that nearly filled the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre, and if it,s 
any indication :of the quality 
o f  entertainment for the re- 
mainder of theseason, the local 
theater can look forward to 
more packed houses. 
by Michael Kelly 
Ballet B.C., a young and fresh 
gathering of raw and enthusias: 
tic talent based in Vancouver, 
staged a two-hour performance 
I I.et :::B.C ::delivers. the crude, the 
provocative, and the beautiful 
~- that pleased, shocked, soothed, 
and excited but never lost the at- 
tention ofthe gallery. 
The show opened with a set 
-~ facetiously titled "Lovesongs" 
with tunes by Dionne Warwick 
and Aretha Franklin. In venues 
of bars and lounges the seeming- 
ly straightforward pop lyrics are 
conferred with sinister under- 
tones as one scene after another 
portrays come-ons, rejections 
and an intoxication of indecision 
in mute movement. The dancing 
has an eye-opening directness 
and the atmosphere conveys 
anger alternating with sexuality, 
vulnerability with aggression. 
Anyone who had  come to: see 
a rehash of Swan Lake was 
probably tempted to desert he 
theater during the intermission 
that followed, but the:second 
section o f  the performance 
presented a marked contrast. 
"Medea" is a single scene 
from the Greek mythology 
depicting the anguish of Creusa, 
the chosen betrothed of Jason of 
Golden Fleece fame~ In this seg- 
ment Creusa's temptation and 
indecision is communicated 
through grace and subtlety as 
she agonizes over accepting the 
gift of the poisoned cloak from 
the jealous Medea, Jason's 
former lover. Herrdecisi0n leads 
to death for both dancers, and 
although the co,l~rast in style to 
the opening number is complete 
the tantalizing ambiguity that 
seems to characterize this com- 
pany's Work remains, thanks in 
part to a fined taped perform- 
ance of Samuel Barber's musical 
score. 
The understated centerpiece 
of the evening was Return to a 
Strange Land, done by two sets 
of three dancers. The concept 
for this piece apparently grew 
out of the music o f  Lees 
Janacek, scored for piano and 
played in this performance by 
Terry Dawson. 
The Moravian composer was 
deeply attached to his home: 
land, and the music is an expres- 
sion of agony after his exile and 
return during the Austro- 
Hungarian occupation. The 
dance had qualities of moving 
scu lpture ,  of oppressed 
weightlessness; dull costuming 
combined with unobtrusive 
lighting and the irrhythmic and 
sometimes startling score left the 
air breathless and abstract. As 
the movement folded downward 
to its conclusion, however, a 
very concrete image emerged 
from the final posture, a monu- 
ment of tangled limbs and torsos 
on a battlefield of human grief. 
The last set on the progr&mme 
was simply titled "Gloss" and 
presented the entire 12-member 
troup in a cocky, confident and 
sometimes graceful showpiece 
strutting through the Ravel 
piano concerto in G.  The 
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choreography here was amatch 
for, and sometimes eemed a 
visible illustration of, Ravel's 
monumental powers of orches- 
tration. The costumes were 
flashy, the lighting technicians 
pulled out all the stops (in' 
eluding a brief episode with a 
strobe during one of the piano 
trills), and the staccato finale 
brought he company in aline-to 
the edge of stage, where ~ they 
blew a 24-lipped kiss to the au= 
dience'with the ending crash of 
the music and lights-down. ,.,J 
Why don't you comeback up 1 and see us some time? 
The next Terrace Concert 
Society feature is scheduled for 
Jan. 30, 1988 when the Acrobats 
of the Pagoda of the Plentiful 
Land s , an internationally known 
company of dancers and gym- 
nasts from Peking, will kick up 
their heels on the R.E,M. Lee 
stage: 
. . . .  . . . . .  Distinction between legitimate dissent and 
call for anarchy, lost in stereoty ing 
because they realize that their 
very livelihoods depend on the 
continuation of furbearers and 
protection of their habitats. 
I am definitely opposed to the 
violent approach used by the 
Squamish five, because of the 
anger it directs toward legitimate 
environmental concerns ahdthe 
hurt that it may cause. 
However, some acts by 
polluters can be viewed as acts 
of violence towards life, and it 
would be all too easy to ra- 
tionalize this approach, to 
balance the deck, and I under- 
stand their position though I am 
against it. 
One has to experience the 
frustration of dealing with 
unresponsive environmental 
destroyers to realize the motiva- 
tion of groups advocating 
violence. 
However, l have found that 
good science is the best weapon 
to use for environmental protec- 
tion, because its predictions are 
based in truth while that of 
polluters is based in falsehood 
and greed. 
I do often touch on other 
topics which impact on society, 
and to be sure, some of my 
strong personal views will clash 
with the social norm, and this 
may indeed cause some people 
to question their positions on 
issues. 
I f  this happens, perhaps this is 
My over,riding philosophy/ 
pertaining to environment is to 
leave the world a better habitat 
for all life forms during my life 
than it would have been had I 
not lived, and I always advocate 
doing so peacefully with the use 
of the best science• available, 
ifither through educatiofi or it§" 
application. 
There is no way to construe 
this as anarchistic. 
I believe that my right to share 
this philosophy is spelled out in 
the Constitution, where it says 
that we do have freedom of 
speech. 
In truth, I have problems with 
some positions considered by 
other prople active on en, 
vironmental issues. 
l take exception with strict 
vegetarians because I have seen 
seven bears killed once to keep 
an oat field intact so that some 
kid could have porridge for 
breakfast. 
• The direction of Greenpeace 
in protecting seals is in my view 
misdirected because there is ! 
believe, a manageable harvest-- 
able surplus of seals and it has 
been our heritage for perhaps 
millions Of years to use furs for 
clothing,-and I see nothing 
wrong with continuing this 
tradition. 
I have found that trappers are 
amongst he most conscientious 
and active conservationists 
Mutua i ' s  Registered 
' Educat ion Savings Plan 
Frank Donahue 
/!i :/:IL i; .... 
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Police 
On Sept. 15 Terrace RCMP 
attended an accident in the 4700 
block Soucie Ave. and laid 
charges against he driver, who 
reportedly fell asleep at the 
wheel and struck a parked vehi- 
cle. 
Two Terrace young offenders 
were arrested on the evening of 
Sept. 14 in connection with a 
break, enter and theft incident at 
Riverside Grocery which occur- 
red Sept. 12. 
PUBLIC 
PRESENTATION 
of 
Family Life Education Curriculum 
Grades 7-9 and 10-12 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School 
Lecture Theatre 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday, October 1, 1987 
The purpose of the presentation will be to 
provide parents and interested persons with 
an overview of the new "Provincial Family 
Life Curriculum" and teaching materials. 
School District 88 (Terrace) encourages 
your attendance. 
W30¢ 
It's unfortunate that we are 
seeing terms like these being us- 
ed in Canada nd, unforgivably, 
by a government official, 
especially towards those that 
truly care for the habitability of 
planet Earth. 
l presume that my finding of 
this article in my mailbox carried 
the message that the disgruntled 
individual thought that l, too, 
am a social anarchist. 
I am surprised to find that my 
writings have had such an ira, 
pact on someone that he or she 
went to such trouble and they 
feel that it has placed their social 
group into an anarchistic state. 
Let me clear the record. I con- 
sider myself neither a social 
anarchist nor a radical en- 
vironmentalist. 
To the editor, 
I have received many kinds of 
reactions to my writings publish- 
edin the Terrace Review, iang-  
ing from vigorous handshakes 
and commendations for medals 
to invitations to attend Sunday 
School and offers of free copies 
of the Bible Science newsletter. 
~I'he most recent reaction was 
a copy of Western Report, Sept. 
21, 1987, earmarked to a Letter 
from the Publisher entitled 
"The Insanity of Environmen- 
talists", a title which should 
bring civil libertarians up in 
arms out of the trenches. 
The law of the land says that 
we cannot preach hatred against 
any group as Mr. Keegstra re- 
cently discovered, yet apparently 
Alberta's Environment Minis- 
ter, Mr. Kenneth Kowalski, call- 
ed certain environmentalists 
"social anarchists", a label in- 
tended to bring public condem- 
nation on this group and, I 
think, a pretty blatant act of in- 
citing hatred. 
Other labels are enemy, com- 
munist, left winger, right 
winger, heathen, atheist, weed, 
vermin and so on. Their purpose 
is to dehumanize or  degrade to 
enable the directing of hatred 
and social violence towards 
them. 
Letter 
SKE..A INVESrCO MALL 
Terrace Inc. 
635-2387 ~ ' ~  
• It can provide money for you 
and your family to further your 
education 
• Wide range of investment 
opportunities 
• Tax advantages- helps make 
the Income Tax Act work for you 
• Professionally 
managed Mun.~l 
for the good because society in 
my view,~ tends to take things too 
much for granted, and our 
"values and social goals cannot 
evolve in a philosophically stag- 
nant and apathetic environment. 
I think that those with en- 
vironmental concerns should 
place fa r  more emphasis on 
preventing the alienation, altera- 
" tion, degradation and loss o f  
ecosystems by positive struggle 
towards implementing low- 
impact alternative forms of 
development in unsensitive 
areas. 
Environmentalists should also 
attack the philosophy of 
unlimited growth and replace 
this with the philosophy of 
limited population in balance 
with the earth's resources. 
In summary, I consider myself 
just an ordinary, perhaps a shy 
man, who enjoys sharing rea- 
soned though perhaps some- 
times controversial ideas, 
through writing, and I am open 
to change by convincing 
dialogue and good facts. If that 
is considered insane, then this 
society has a serious problem liv- 
ing up to its own Constitution 
and the term "Democracy". 
I just wish that others would 
have the courage to speak, and 
earns top marks 
that those bringing mail to my 
house would have the courage to 
s ignthe i r  names to their 
documents as I do in public let- 
ters, so that we can discuss the 
origin of the anarchy that they 
are perceiving. • 
I think that, it is time for allof 
us to speak for whfit~:~we in- 
dividually believe to be true, 
based on reason as opposed to 
indoctrination, so that : society 
can evolve in the direction of 
truth by the honing of idiology 
that subsequent discussion will 
cause .  
Jorma Jyrkkanen 
Terrace 
~'  ~ ,~. ' '  . ,# ~ - -7 ,  
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Tanlca Scout Norman tlMvomon demonstrates his skill after lessons.on kayaking,'canoeing and raft construction at 
Camp Bernard near Soaks, B.C. Halvorson was one of several Scouts4rom Terrace who took oart in the recent provin. clal.jamboree at the Vancouver 4sland camp. " ..-.. - 
/ / • . 
prov inc ia l  gathe  + + - - -  J nng 
: ": -" ' , • ' i  . . . . . .  ~ " : i " " • 
'bY:EricHarkonen, Injuries.were taken careof at fe rent  boYs remembered 
"~ Terrace Scouter first aid stations or at a clinic, highlights of the •camp. 
Terrace Scouts .attended the and more serious: injuries were Thousands • :o f  boys and 
fifth provincial jamboree last 
month. The jamboree took place 
at CampBarnard near Sooke. 
Boys and leaders from the First 
and Fourth Terrace Troops flew 
Terrace 
down to Victoria and met with a pared their own meals according ture, and all participants had 
representative of Dave Parker's to a schedule, fun.  ,- 
office after a-mur of-the~goverm ........ -Thecampended~.with+the+Jap,.+....The,+T~ee+.~,Scour_~troops=°~ 
ment buildings, anese Scouts providing a brief returned to Terrace with many 
Comin  
Events 
September -- The Terrace Public Art Gallery will be closed for 
September. The Gallery will reopen in October with a show consisting of 
photography by AI Richardson of Terrace and pottery by Elaine Rodgers 
of Smithers. 
Wedne~lay, September 30 -- A Bicycle Club meeting will be held at 8 
p.m. at the Arena recreation office. New members welcome. Interested 
in racing, touring, mountain biking, family cycling, ATB,...?? and 
more...plan .to attend. 
W~lflelday, ~dlptaml)er 30 -- Computer buffs interested in formingaft 
IBM users group are requested tamest at 7:30 p.m. in the TerracePublic 
Library. For more Information contact Leon Prusko at 635-5627. 
Wednuday, S4ptend~ 30 .-- The Terracevlew Lodgeisholding its An- 
nual General Msetlng at the TerraceHotel at 7 p.m. Membershlps are 
avallab~2at Terra.cev!ew~4.odge. For members w!shlng to vote, member. 
~n~p m~m says peer to me meetlng date Is requlred. For further Infornm. 
+tlon phone8380223. ,++ ' " . 
~ ]  it ~IIPL 30/Oct. t & 2 --"The:Skeene Health Unit,.Terrece will hold clinics ! 
for Influenza ~accinatlon. Annual vaccination tsmcommanded for adults 
.and children with chr +attic tung or 11salt dl/lumm,~'other chronic condk .i. 
z|ons SUCh as cancer;Immune system~lllmcdem~)r diabetes, tt fs also: :| 
il +r~a~p~Pn~d~?r persone over65 yeam'~: lP lease  cell 638-3310 for I l 
+ +~, ,  - . + 
Ufe~Sdu0ati0n curriculum being In- ,' 
L o Sea  t S ijoi , . . . .  c a l  + u n . . . .  • ' . . . .  [he+CaLedon ia  Senior Secondary Schooll~i:bJretheetra from 7:3Op.m. tO, t p.m. lee presentation will provide(~mmtSm~l Interested persons with | 
an overview of the new program and.~uc~lng materials. For further In-: t 
.formation, call School District 88 a t~931.  
_S!~rdlly, O~.ob~r " 3 =C0meand ~+~'~=ke Breakfast at the i r :  +-+| ` 
+ PYUanOuentretromua.m.to l+~,m.~eoredbyBr 73,8C OldA 
Pensioners Organize. tion. .. ~ ~++ + +.~,~ 1~+ ~ + ~,  + " ~ + "w " I " l q r ~]  
: Vi~ltnday, O¢~lmr•4 --Brides.to-be arid!heir:mothers and guests are im~ 1 + 
Tet°a_w.~..d!ng fas.h.l.°nsh0w:..~hd]n~formatlon_dlsplayorganlzed'by 
the errata welcome wagon+ ana;~nsored by 1 errace merchants at "~ 
the Inn of;~he Wastfrorn 1 ~o.m.~oal:#:m.The shoW'will feature door 
sent to the camp hospital where leaders attended this camp along prizes and gifts, and edmissi0n~is;:#eel To pre-register, call A im 
there was a full medical staff to with Venture, Rovers and Joachimat.838.1204. 
•u~. f  
take care of all needs. Foodwas. Leaders as volunteers to  • staff Monday, October S -- Canadian;poet Ran Miles will readfr0m his 
supplied at a rations depot for and run •the programs. The published works in the meeting .room ofthe Terrace Public Libraryat 
7:30 p.m. His appearance .in~Terrace is sponsored by the Northwest ] 
everyone, and everyone pre- theme ~of the camp was Adven- Community College EnglishDepartment and the' Canada Council. For 
further information contact Northwest Community College. 
musical program, and a candle- memories of the camp and of 
light ceremony followed as dif- new friendships that were made. 
($~' .,~,,, 
_ .. . . . . .  ~::: "~I~ 
. : , , . .  , ,  .~. 
, -  ^ .  
~ ~..*:. " ~ ,  
~ , ~ ' ~ . .  ,~":" : . ,~  
~. .  ...'. ~ . . "~ + . . . . .  l 
• ' ." :: ~ .'~:..: ,t + " . .. 
• < • . . .  
• , . ,  , - • 
The Io~1 IoggMg and sawmllllng Industry maybeentering a long period of 
uncertainty while new provincial forest policies are analyzed and the impact 
of higher stumpage fees works through the complex lumber marketing 
system. 
No Vehicle? 
Do you have problems with picking up prescrlptionsl groceries,- 
appliances or anything else?. For all your moving and delivery 
needs, phone for experienced and speedy service. 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From Safewsy 
1:30 & 5:00 p.m. daily 
8:30 p.m. Thursdays & Fridays 
After the two-day stay in Vic- 
toria, the two troops went to 
Camp Barnard. Upon arrival 
there the groups checked in at 
the main gate and then pro- 
ceeded to their various sub- 
camps. The main camp was 
made up of four separate sub- 
camps. These subcamps bore the 
names of four B.C. and Yukon 
rivers,' starting with the Colum- 
bia, Thompson, Fraser and 
Yukon: The camp also had an 
international tone, with boys 
and leaders from Japan, Hang 
Kong and the United States at- 
tending. There were also three 
adults from Australia there 
working as camp staff. 
The camp was officially open- 
eel by camp chief John Adams, 
and various dignitaries also 
made speeches, including the 
Lieutenant Governor of  B.C. 
The camp had a variety of ac, 
tivities which includedland and 
water programs. Boys were 
• taught how to use kayaks, 
. .,eaaoesand put together rafts in 
the water activities. In land ac- 
tivities they went on an over. 
night hike with only minimum 
gear and spent the night under 
shelters they put together. There 
was also a chance for the boys to 
experience mountain terrain ac- 
tivities such as rappelling down a 
steep hillside and crossing over 
rope bridges and riding an aerial 
tramway. Boys learned about 
Indian face painting, weather 
and archery at different activity 
centers. There also was a craft' 
center set up. 
As fun things the boys fired 
air propelled water bottle 
missiles and took part in a BMX 
course that ended with a mud 
bath for the rider. The camp had 
ONLY S4°° 
Free to Saniors... 
only through Chime 
a games center where boys could & Safeway. ! 
get away from the routine of the 638-8530 
camp. The biggest activity and 
most popular amongst all par- " ~  
fici.l~nts was badge and .pin 
trading. 
Tuesday, October 6 -- The Terrace Breestfeeding Support Group invites: 
mothers and ~oables to .their~next meeting ~at 8 p.m. in the Education,: 
Room at Mille Memorial Hospital: Our open discussion will focus on the 
many advantages to nursing your baby. Please come and share yew; 
concerns and experiences with us. 
Tuesday, October 8 -- Th • first meeting of the Skeena Valley Runners 
Club wlllbe held at the Terrace swimming pool in the board room at 7:30 
p.m. The club meets on the first Tuesday of every month. See you therel 
For more information call 635-3487. 
Wednesday, October 7 -- The Women & Development Group will be 
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Women's Centre, 4542 Park Ave. For 
more information call Frances at 635-2436. 
October 7 and 8 -- Preschool Storytlme for 3 - 5 year aids at the Terrace. 
Public Librarywill be held onWednesdays at 10:30 a.m. and Thursdays 
at 1:30 p.m. beginning Oct. 7 and 8. Stories, finger plays, puppets and 
lots of funl To register, call the Library at 638-8177. 
October 9 and 10 -- A Fall Arts and Crafts Sale sponsored by the Ter- 
raceArt Assoclatlon and the Terrace Co.Op wlll take place at the Terrace 
CoOp. Lilmlted number of spaces are avellable. 
Wedne~ley, 'October 14 -- Northwest Alcohol and Drug Couneelllng 
Servlces wig be holdlng an elght sseslon workshop for adult chlldrsn of 
alcohollcs boglnnlng Oct. 14 untll Dec. 2. There wlll be a llmlt of 15 peo- 
ple. Please call 638-8117 to reglster. 
Saturday, October 17 -- The annual Terrace Child Development Centre 
Benefit Banquet and Dance will beheld st the Terrace Arena banquet 
room -- Coctails at 7 p.m.; Dinner at 8 p.m. Uve music by Revival. Cate¢. 
?leg provided by Manuals. Tickets available at Workwear Wodd or from 
C.D.C. board members. 
Saturday, October 17 --  There will be an evening of Latin American 
music at the Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault with an International potluck sup- 
per at 7 p.m. and entertainment and dancing at 9 p.m. Thlsis a benefit. 
for a women's community project in Peru, through "Match International" 
and the local Women & Development Group. Tickets available at Sight & i 
Sound. For more information call Frances at 635-24838. 
.WecllmmN~y, Octabw 21,--. -The ,Terrace Women'tr~,seource.OeMm - -. 
Society's •annual general meeting will be held st 7:30 p.m. at.4542 Perk: 
Ave..All those Interestsd In the Society and Its aims are encouraged to 
attend this meeting to show their prlodtles for the coming year. 
Newcomers are especially Invited to attend. Please note the new hours 
for the Resource Centre: Tues; and Sat. 1 to4 p.m.; Wed., Thurs., Fd. 9 
;12 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. Please drop by. 
T e a r Y ,  Octabo¢ 25 -- The All Seasons Half Marathon will be held at the rralce Public Library starting at I p.m. Registration forms can be pick. 
ed up at All Seasons Spertlng Goods. Volunteers are needed to help on 
• the day Of the event. Call Elizabeth for more Information at 635-3487. 
Saturday, ~ 31 - .  is the deadline for entries for "Capture the Spidt 
of Terrace photography contest. Entry forms available at the Terrace 
Public Art Gallery, Terrace Public Library, Perks & Recreation office, City 
of Terrace office, Spse-Dee Printers, Terrace Sight & Sound, Northem 
FLolghta Studio and Ken'a Photo Studio. Entry forms contain all details. 
r lurther Inrormetion contact the Parks & Recreation office or the Ter- 
race Public Art Gallery. 
The . r-,onblct B .rl~_ Club will be starting play in mid-October. Bridge is 
playeo every end Tnursoay evening from 7:30- 10 p.m. All Interested 
players, please contact Elaine Johnson at 635-2965 before October 4. 
The Hqzf~ Gang. Centre for SeMore offers the following activities: 
Tuasdays: 10 a.m., sewing and quilting; 7:30 p.m., cdbbege. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling. Fridays: 2 p.m., bingo; 7:30 p.m., 
bddge. FIrM Saturday of every month: 8 a.m. to 11 &m., penralke 
breakfast. Monday through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to 1 p,m,, 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 p.m., general meeting. For fur- 
ther Information, contact the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum Street, at 
635-9090. 
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VlsIIIng Ten=ice recently for a "Women In Politics" conference, Margaret Mitchell (center), MP (NDP) for Vancouver 
• East, said her experience here "illustrated very strongly how we must be much more sensitive to the particular pro- 
blems of the north and northern women also." Seated with Mitchell are Louise Kilby of Quick, President of New 
Democrat's North and a member of the provincial executive for the NDP Party, and local conference organizer Lynne 
Bomford. * 
,Golden Rule starts Christmas drive 
Juanita Hatton has collected 
food and necessary personal 
items to gwe to the poor at 
Christmas time for the past 16 
years, and she's working her 
way to her twentieth anniversary 
of giving --  and probably more. 
"Christmas is a terrible time 
--to be without any kind of 
Christmas "Goody Bags" to the 
needy through her non-profit 
"Golden Rule" program out of 
her own home. 
She said the program is: not 
necessarily fo r people on .wel- 
fare, or any particular color or 
creed. 
" Inever  ask them," said Hat- 
beer or anything like that," she 
explained. "They get good solid 
food. Enough to last a week." 
Hatton Said she needs public 
support to run the program and 
asks everyone to "take a box; 
mark it for the Golden Rule and 
if they have a can of something, 
or an excess of one certain kind 
food," says Hatton who, al- ton. " I f  they need the food they- of vegetable, please put it in the 
though she no longer has a comeand get it," box and later on I'll let them 
downtown office, is still giving '?They don' t  get money or continued on page 19 
: "  . "  7 '  " . ' .  
Nat ional  chi ld care  
re p o rt e x p e c t ed s oon  
Margaret Mitchell ,  MP 
(NDP) for Vancouver East, said 
during a recent visit to Terrace 
that the Progressive Conserva- 
tive government has been drag- 
ging their heels in presenting na- 
tional Child care objectives but 
She expects an announcement 
soon on the findings of a year 
long Task Force on Child Care 
services in Canada. 
by Tod Strachan 
Mitchell, the only NDP 
member on a task force which 
also included five Conservatives 
and one Liberal, said the group 
travelled throughout the country 
investigating the need for a 
government supported child care 
system and made a "majority 
presentation" to parliament 
earlier this year. 
She said the government was 
supposed to respond to the 
report in June but delayed the 
announcement until ater in the 
summer, when they ,again refus- 
ed to respond. 
"They're supposed to be 
developing national objectives," 
Mitchell said. "They,ve just 
constantly postponed it." 
Mitchell Said she now expects 
a government response to coin- 
cide with Family Week, Oct. 4 to 
10. "That's the rumor I hear 
now," she stated. 
At  the same time, however, 
she said she expects they will 
also have to "fight pretty hard 
at this,end as well," accusing the 
prov inc ia l  government of 
',wanting to use the money as 
' v - ~  
sort of token amounts - -  going 
to parents rather than servicesP 
According to Mitchell, the 
federal NDP didn't support he 
majority task force report and 
filed a ',minority report" o f  
their own on its findings. 
Although she didn't have.the 
exact figures, Mitchell said the 
main thrust of majority report 
was to provide child care 
assistance through tax breaks' 
rather than •providing .child care 
Services. 
".l don't Know the details," 
she said. "But the government 
members (Conservatives) felt 
there should be something like 
$700 million go into child care in 
a broad sense. 
"But $400 million of that was 
through tax Credits, which we 
believe is not the way to go. 
"There is no point in having 
tax write-offs and tax incentives 
if people don't have quality 
child care to use for their 
children," Mitchell said. "Our 
position has been that the 
federal government should be 
putting some 'out front money' 
into child care throughout the 
country to help deal with the 
present Crisis." 
Mitchell suggested a •funding 
system to increase the number of 
licenced spaces available for 
children would be more respon- 
sive to public need and, al- 
though she admitted it was still a 
controversial item within • the 
party, "We would • like: to see it 
non-profit." 
TH.EN, NOW AND TOMORROW ! 
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....... For thousands of years the 
print medium has been used to 
communicate ideas between 
buyer and seller. 
The Northwest Star is a 
modern newspaper with old 
fashioned ideals, of quality, 
service and satisfaction. 
Reaching over 20,000 homes in 
Terrace, Prince Rupert, 
~" Kitimat, Burns:Lake, Stewart, 
Hazelton and Smithers 
Ca l l  us now to place your 
next ad in the 
Northwest Star 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635,7840 ~ 
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"The school grounds at Uplands are Immaculate," said school princl pal Nancy Nelson following a major cleanup campaign by studentsand 
teachers. Students received McDonald's gift certificates and pride in their school for their efforts. ~ 
OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS MORATORIUM TO 
END, REGIONAL DISTRICT CONCERNED 
TERRACE - -  Members of the 
Economic Development Com- 
mission of the Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stikine have asked 
• for a review of reports from the 
federal government and Skeena 
MP Jim Fulton concerning the 
lifting ofa 17-year moratorium 
on offshore oil exploration. The 
commission has also requested 
regional district staff to provide 
more information. 
by Ted  St rachan 
Regional District Adminis- 
trator John Pousette told the 
commission that two major 
companies, Petrocan (formerly 
a Gulf Oil contract) and Chev- 
ron, have rights to westcoast ex- 
ploration and, with the lifting of 
the moratorium, a lot of opposi- 
tion is building. "Especially in- 
volving fishing and land claims 
issues," he explained. 
Pousette said, "We have here 
an issue that could become a 
very substantial part of our 
economic structure for the next 
20 years." 
One of the prime concerns of 
the Economic Development 
Commission was expressed by, 
regional district chairman Les 
Watmough, who said it is diffi- 
cult to understand if the govern- 
ment is considering seismic ex- 
ploration or test wells. 
"Wells can be brought into 
production very quickly," ex- 
plained Watmough,  "But  
seismicexploration wouldn't 
have any immediate impact." 
Watmough said tnet~: Is a 
great difference between ex- 
ploration and development, and 
that line could be easily crossed 
if test wells were used in explora- 
tion. 
Ruth Halleck added to that by 
saying that Fulton had'  'broUght 
out some very valid points" and 
he should be invited to a corn- munities, natives and environ- 
mission meeting to outline those mentalists. 
in more detail because they He pointed out that by lifting 
shout!d• be considered by. the the moratorium, "There are 
commission~bef0re th y'take',ari':~:very =serious concerns: 0~,er :hoW 
official stand on the issue. 
" I  don't think we're really op- 
posed to the exploration," said 
Halleck, "But we want to make 
sure that same sort of protection 
is written into any agreement." 
Halleck explained, "More 
concern with the quality of life 
has to be built in. Money isn't 
everything, and we have a quali- 
ty of life here that needs to be 
protected." 
In his letter, Fulton explained 
that the federal government will 
soon lift a moratorium" on oil 
You don't ha ve to 
be rich tO 
advertise! 
A classmfied ad.in . .  
the Terrace Rewew 
is yours for .... 
';; ;i": "-'.'" • 
, . : .  , ONLY s4 
(per week, 30 Words or 
How do you get your ad 
into the Review? 
• drop it in our mail slot 
• mail it to us 
• come into our office 
• phone us 
• or. stop us on the street 
There will be no blllingi Pay next time youq 
come in or next time you see us. We're work. 
Ing the "Honor Sysiem" 
Terrace Review 
4535 GreJg Ave., Terrace 
635-7840 
and gas activity that had been 
put in place during the early 
seventies due-to concerns raised 
by fishermen, Northwest corn- 
the resource will be managed to 
prevent negative impacts, on. our 
coastal communities and ensure 
continueo on page 24 
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ARIES 
Mar.21.Apr~ 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May2O 
GEMINI 
bJiy 214uneZO 
.CANCER 
, JuneZi-July22 
LEO 
July23-Aug.22 - 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
• LIBRA . 
Sept. Z3.Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 " 
SAGITrARIUS 
Nov. 22.Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
• rest • "..,:.// ' . .  . , ,  . . , .  
r training 
offered 
TERRACE - -  The Skeena La- 
bor Market Development Com- 
mittee (SI.:MDC), in.conjunction: 
with Northwest Commun ' ' ~zty  
College, the Ministry!of Forest $ 
and tocal~ union representatives 
has  initiated new forestry train- 
ing programs for long,term 
unemployed people and social 
assistance recipients. 
.According . to -.a SLMDC 
spokesman, - these programs are 
funded by the Canada Eml~loy- 
ment and Immigration Commis- 
sion through their Canadian, Job 
'Strategy. Program and offer 
• training on two different levels 
of  re fo res ta t ion  - -  Basic Silvi- 
: culture'and Forestry Contractor. 
The  Basic Silviculture cur- 
:i riculum, which includes cone 
collection, tree planting and  
nursery practices, has been ap- 
proved for 84 students in Ter- 
race, Prince Rupert, Kitimat and 
Smithers. The 16-week course 
begins with seven weeks of 
theory, stressing safe work prac- 
tices and good work habits, and 
provides a "solid working 
knowledge of  quality and pro- 
duction standards". 
The Forestry Contractor 
course, offered only in Terrace, 
is designed to teach the nec- 
essary skills to start and operate 
a small contracting business in 
the forest industry. Fourteen 
students are presently enrolled in 
this 18-week program which of- 
fers 11 weeks of classroom work 
andseven weeks of working in  
the field. 
A Certificate of Achievement 
is awarded upon successfulcom- 
continued on page 23 
Forecast Period: 1"0/4:10/10/87 
Corporate business matters could find you on the 
road again. Your penetrating insight serves well 
in getting to thesqurce. 
Aspects are favorable for the resolution ofprob. 
leas in business o'r legal matters. Take advantage 
of professionalguidance. 
A course of  study in "Human Relationships" 
could be invaluable in handling eruptions that 
occur on the'emp[oynlent frout. 
Accurate judgment is needed iu ymJr choice of 
friends and intimates. As they say--"Better to be 
safe than sorry". 
Visitorsto your home furnish facts and figures 
which fill in the gaps; Get your material together 
and share. 
Communications flow easily and rapidly. Be a- 
ware of the devastating effect atoo.sharp tongue 
can have on rite unwary. 
Critical.dcciStgns regarding business strategy and 
financial plahning must be made as a result of 
changing circumstances. 
How and what you say can make or break the case. 
Refrain from making statements hat could be 
misinterpreted, 
Guard against a tendency to sit back and let things 
slide while you contemplate on what might have 
been. 
Frequent communlcatiom with friends and organl. 
zational associates brings an exchange of ideas 
on improving the standard of living, 
An imi~rtant person stands behlnd)'ou inpleacL 
ing your cause. Your position is enhanced, and 
probable rewards should follow. 
Your generosity in contributing to Ilia health and 
welfare of  a group cause in recognized. A public 
appearance may be called for. 
BER T'S DELICATESSEN 
WE HA VE-- 
..,a large variety of 
meals, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh salads. 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from the 'library) 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  : . .  . ,  . . i  • " " . '  ' .  " " " . . .  i , . 
~ ' ,~  
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Municipali ty fuels 
City crews were busy last week burying the sewer line from the east bench area to the base of Skeenaview hill. Accor- 
ding to a city spokesman, the line remained on the surface for a number of years until Public Works staff were confi- 
dent the hillside was stable. The city is also busy installing a storm sewer to Spring Creek on Thomas St. north of 
Halliwell before fall weather hits. 
venture capital • 
TERRACE - -  With $9,000 in 
seed money from the City of 
Terrace, Venture Capital Cor- 
poration (VCC) spokesman Rob 
Greno. says they are ready to 
meet with potential' board 
members and chart a course for 
local economic development 
assistance. 
Greno said organizers have 
contacted the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs and establish- 
ed an "official format" for the 
development of the VCC, which 
they will be discussing at their 
first meeting scheduled for 7:30 
p.m., Oct. 1 at City Hall. 
He explained that a VCC 
operates under the Small 
Business Venture Capital  
(SBVC) Act and is a "special 
status holding company which 
has proven to be an effective 
tool in pooling -investor dollars 
for  local economic 
development". 
At the heart of the program he 
said, is a 30 percent incentiveto 
investors providing eligible in- 
vestors with a provincial income 
tax credit equal to 30 percent of 
their equity investment. 
Also, certain non,taxable n- 
tities such as pension funds may 
be entitled to receive a grant 
equal to 30 percent of the 
amount paid for shares in a 
VCC. 
He added that tax credits to 
individuals have an annual imit 
of $60,000 but in the event the 
!nvestor, corpor/ite or otherwisev • 
is unable to fully utilize the tax 
credit in any taxation year the 
balance may be carried forward 
to the four subsequent years. 
Eligible small businesses 
which may receive investment 
capital from the VCC, said 
Greno, include any which are 
substant ia l l y  engaged in 
manufacturing and. processing, 
research and development, 
tourism, sound recording, film 
production, book publishing, 
oceanography or aquaculture. 
Mi l l  - -  continuedfrom page 2 
mill was shut down, but it will be 
easier for them. They'll have the 
committee and various other 
resodrces to help them."' 
He said the same approach 
has been taken in retraining, 
which involves identifying over 
30. areas of new expertise, 
analyzing the kind of new skills 
that are required, determining 
where the required training is 
available and evaluating the 
cost. 
"It requires major planning," 
he said, "to develop the skills 
that we don't already have in 
computer optimization and new 
hydraulic machinery." 
Davis said it is this ability for 
the union and management to
work together that made the 
project possible. 
"When you asks company to 
invest $25,000,000 in a project, 
there's more than just how much 
lumber you will cut; will it be 
quality lumber, and will you 
make money that goes into the 
request? 
"They've got to have a lot of 
faith that there will be some 
stability in the people involved, 
and I'm really happy to say that 
when I went to my leaders for 
the money to build this project, I 
was able to stand on a soap bOx 
and say we've got excellent peo- 
pie in Terrace. 
"We've got the cooperation 
of theplant  committee. The 
IWA is supportive. And we'll be 
able to work through any of the 
layoffs and retraining in a fair 
and reasonable manner because 
they're good people and it's a 
reasonable union to work with." 
COMPUTERIZATION MEANS 
PRODUCING MORE FROM 
THE SAME LOG 
Davis said that when the new 
mill begins production, he ex- 
pects a 20 percent increase in 
production, but he said that 
won't mean increased logging 
activity. 
He said the old mill had been 
made as efficient as possible by 
cutting logs with a blade only 
180 thousandths of an inch 
thick, far below the industry 
standard of 250 thousandths, 
but a better standard was re- 
quired if the mill was to operate 
profitably. 
"Over the last three years we 
have worked hard with people 
and machinery and we've done 
everything we can to make the 
mill profitable by quality con- 
trol. 
"It's just that we hit the wall 
on how far we could go with the 
people and systems we had." 
Now, according to Davis, by 
using computer optimization 
and a cant saw system with a 150 
thousandths cut (this will even- 
tually be reduced to 115 thou- 
sandths). "We'll get the maxi- 
mum out of every piece of 
wood." 
"A  thinner cut means less 
sawdust,'! he explained. 
Davis also said that the com- 
puter controlled mill Could turn 
out lumber to individual speci- 
fications, making them more 
competitive on both the interna- 
tional and Canadian market. 
This Will also mean that if sec- 
ondary industry were tO develop 
in the area and provide a great 
enough demand for special cuts 
of lumber, the new mill could 
easily meet that demand. 
"We've already a market 
leader in export markets in 
Japan and the United Kingdom 
and, if anybody in the future is 
going to cut value added prod- 
ucts, I think you might find 
Skeena Cellulose doing it first," 
said Davis. 
TIMBER SUPPLY 
GUARANTEED 
It's often been said that the 
Terrace area is "logged out',, or 
the trees that are left are "too 
old to be of any value".. 
However, both Forests Minis- 
ter Dave Parker and Jim Davis 
disagree with those pessimistic 
remarks. 
"Theoretically, we have a 
steady supply of t imber 
forever," said Davis. 
He explained that by working 
with an allowable annual cut 
based on a sustained yield, "The 
amount you are allowed to cut is 
based on the time it takes the 
forest to regenerate." 
"You never allow yourself to 
cut more than what's coming in 
behind you," he said. "The 
forestry and the logging com- 
panies determine that." 
Davis explained, "In our area 
we may have first growth, deca- 
dent timber, but that simply 
means you have to go farther up 
the mountainside." 
Parker expressed the same 
concept earlier when he said, "It 
will be local loggers doing the 
work. They'll just be commuting 
farther." 
According to Davis, "If the 
forest is managed properly, and 
the allowable annum cut is main- 
tained, there should be trees for 
generat ions . "  
Greno explained::that!ifi Order 
for a VCC to be registei'ed i t
must be incorporated under the 
Company Act of British Colum- 
bia. 
He said that the investors~ the 
VCC, eligible small businesses 
and the provincial government 
form a partnership in the SBVC 
program prior to applying for 
registration, the Terrace: VCC 
was required to raise $25,000 in 
investment capital and is now 
obligated to increase this capital 
to $50,000 during the first year 
of operation. 
The primary objective of the 
VCC, Greno said, is to al low 
small businesses access to a 
ready supply of equity capita. 
He added that dollars invested in 
the VCC will provide capital to 
local business and the money 
stays in thecommunity. 
Greno said the Oct. 1 meeting 
is primarily intended to be for 
orientation and the establish- 
ment of a process for working 
toward the registration of a Tar, 
race VCC and to discuss the 
types of projects most suitable 
to Terrace. 
He explained that attendance 
at the meeting i sby  invitation 
only, but he said, " I f  there's 
some one wanting to attend and 
offer something, we would be 
happy to receive them." 
For further information, con- 
tact Rob Greno at 635-6511, or 
John McMynn at 635-6126. 
The Skeena Valley 
Ladies' Golf Club 
would like to thank 
the following 
businesses for their 
generous support of 
our tournaments this 
season: ' 
Bank of Montreal 
Elegance Fashions 
Trigo's Footwear & 
Repair Service 
Haida Travel 
C.F.T.K. 
SpeeDee Printers 
First Choice Travel 
Grace Fell Florists 
Terrace Travel 
Skeena sawmills 
Skeena Cellulose 
Abracadabra 
Northern Drugs 
Rudy's Boots N' 
Shoes 
Safeway 
All West Glass 
Overwaitea 
Bert's Delicatessen 
Telkwa Roofing 
All Seasons 
The Bavarian Inn 
Gernma's Bath 
Boutique 
Pizza Hut 
Erwin Jewellers 
Northern Motor Inn 
Hair Gallery, 
Carmen's Kitchen 
Rosey's Pro Shop 
Northern Accents 
Terrace Honda 
Lynn Cooper 
Tournament 
Chairman 
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Anti-abortion 
group marches 
TERRACE - -  About 50 Pro- 
Life supporters joined a protest 
march from the public library to 
city hall last Saturday in spite of 
cold weather and threatening 
rain. 
In a brief address to the pro- 
testers at city hall, Pro-Life 
organizer Isobel Brophy said, ',I 
know the sacrifice this involves 
for many. Many of us have an 
inherent dislike of public pro- 
tests and don't like the image of 
marches ~ but walk we must. 
"Our  walk, the public 
demonstration f our belief that 
abortion is the wrong answer to 
the problem of an unwanted 
pregnancy, is what is important 
today . "  
In an earlier interview, 
• Brophy gave examples o f  in- 
justice that she said demon- 
strated the need for the Pro-Life 
movement to be active in 
Canada. 
According to Brophy, police 
constable Dave Packer, the 
father of five children and 
decorated twice for bravery, 
faces possible suspension from 
his job for refusing to perform 
guard duty outside the Morgen- 
taler abortion clinic. 
Brophy said Packer had stated 
that he would not "guard a 
place where pre-b0rn babies are 
killed." 
In another hristance, she said 
that Cecilia Moore, a Ministry: 
of Social Services and Housing- 
employee, was fired for failing 
to sign financial assistance 
papers for a teenage female. 
client wanting an abortion even 
though the girl's doctor had 
signed a statement saying he did 
not believe an abortion to be 
necessary. 
Brophy also told the story of 
Jim Demers, a central B.C. resi- 
dent who chose to spend 30 days 
in jail rather than pay the fine 
for replacing a suction abortion 
machine he had taken from a 
local hospital. 
Brophy said that in Vernon, 
Richmond, Surrey, Powell River 
and Kelowna, abortions had 
been drastically reduced by a 
"commitment o protect the 
health of the unborn child as 
well as the mother's health" but 
the same was not true at Kam- 
loops or Lions Gate Hospitals 
where Pro-Life boards had lost 
recent elections. 
She also expressed disappoint- 
ment in the vander Zalm gov- 
ernment who, after the premier 
had said he was opposed to 
abor t ion ,  a l located only 
$250,000 for developing and 
supporting services to pregnant 
women. 
About 50 Pro-Life supportem joined a protest• march •from the Terrace Public Library to city haillast Saturday 
of cold weather and threatening rain. In a brief address to the protesters Pro-Life organizer IsobelBrophy, said in sp i te  "1 know the sacrifice this involves for many. Many of  us  have an inherent dislike of public protestsand don't like the image Of 
marches - -but  walk we must." '. ..: ... 
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National Fami iy. • BRIGHTEN 
Week approaching  >YO[I  n&Y 
The third annual Canadian 
National Family Week will be 
held October 5 - 11 this year. 
Initiated by Family Service 
Canada, National Family Week 
coincides with the Thanksgiving 
season to demonstrate the im- 
portance of family and to draw 
public attention to the need of 
preserving the strength and in- 
tegrity of the family. 
"We all need to focus from 
time to time on the irreplaceable 
and irrefutable role of the family 
in shaping our lives and the 
world we live in," notes Dr. 
Carol Matusicky, Executive 
Director of the B.C. Council for 
the Family. 
Our families are something 
special. Plan to spend a little ex- 
tra time during National Family 
Week enjoying your family. It is 
within our families that we first 
learn to trust, love, and care for 
others. 
c i ty  
~ of ~lut le M uotmry ww one o f  thnm wo~re  ~Idlng tlm ce- 
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... haveyour  newspaper" 
delivered eve_.___~ week. 
For just $24 you don't have 
to miss a single issue! 
Subscribe 
now/ 
A full year: $24.00 
Two years: $45.00 
Come into our.off ice,  
or send a cheque or 
• money order, to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace,  B.C. q 
V8G 1M7 ... -_~..~ ..'.~.~,'Z~ 
Phone:  • -~ . ' z ,~  
635-7840 (~ ~ 
- ,,] 
Subscription Order Form: 
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13 Cheque r-] Money  Order  
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Address 
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r ]  Charge  Card:  MasterCard [3 
Visa [3 
Card # - - - - - :  
Expiry Date ~. 
Mal l  o r  br ing  th is  form to: 
• Terrace / Review .!,, 
' 4535 G reig Ave,, :, : 
Te rrece, ' ' . ' . o  
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S h'ames Mountain 
Ski-Corporation 
expands board 
. ,  . . . .  . _ __  - 
Kitsumkalum tO open 
TERRACE - -  The Shames 
Mountain Ski Corporation con- 
tinues to undergo transforma- 
tions, and as the result of a re- 
cent shareholder meeting five 
additional names have been add- 
ed to the four original positions 
on the company's board of di- 
rectors. The expanded board in- 
cludes Terrace residents Sandy 
Farkvam, Dr. Barrie Phillips, 
Gerry Mart in  and Tom 
"Junior" Gingles. 
in addition to the new board 
organization a recent move saw 
a major restructuring in the 
company's financial affairs 
related to shares. Shames Moun- 
tain president Dennis Lissimore 
said an extensive application is 
being prepared for submission 
to the provincial Tourism Devel' 
opment Agreement in a bid to 
secure 
resort project. 
" Lissim0re recently attended a
meeting in Victoria with B.C. 
Economic Development Minis- 
ter Grace McCarthy, Skeena 
MLA Dave Parker, B.C. En- 
terprise Corporation director 
Bill McRae and provincial ski 
deve lopment  coord inator  
George McKay to discuss terms 
and availability of funding. 
Lissimore also recently an- 
"nounced the Shames corpora- 
tion will once again operate the 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill for the 
1987-88 Ski season. 
Season passes are expected to 
be available starting Nov. 1. 
long-term low-interest 
financing for the multi-million 
Police 
On Sept. 9 a fire occurred 
south of Terrace on a trestle that 
forms part of the CNR Kitimat 
line. The blaze was investigated, 
and arson is not suspected. 
On Sept. 9 a two vehicle acci- 
dent in, the area of Lazelle and 
Munroe resulted in $3,000 
damage when one vehicleback- 
ed. up and struck the other. Ter- 
race RCMP areinvestigating. 
A Terrace man will appear in 
-court charged with impaired 
driving after he was checked in a 
Counter-Attack road check on 
Sept. 11. 
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Christmas 
know where they can deposit 
i t . "  
She said the type of food or 
material that could be put to 
good use were canned or home 
canned goods, garden vegeta- 
bles, any toilet articles and 
almost anything else that could 
be used by someone who has 
nothing. 
Hatton explained tha't the 
reason for asking for donations 
ahead of time was so that people 
could have something ready 
rather than responding to a last- 
minute appeal. " I f  they can't 
deliver it,we can pick it up two 
or three days before Christmas. 
But please have it ready," she 
said. 
Hatton, who says she gave out 
over 200 "Goody Bags" last 
year ,  said she will also be run- 
ning a raffle again this year at 
the Terrace Co-Op on Nov. 7 
and 21 and Dec. 5 to 12 because 
there are always perishables to 
be purchased. "There's never 
enough of anything to  go 
around," she said. 
She emphasized that the need 
in Terrace is real. 
"People lose their jobs, end 
up without, any money and they 
can't get on welfare all of a sud- 
den. Or, quite often an unem- 
ployment insurance or welfare 
cheque doesn'tcome through on 
time, and if they •don't get it 
before Christmas they probably 
won't see it until after New 
Year. There are battered wives 
with their kids who usually end 
up with nothing but what 
they've got on • their' backs," 
were some of the many types of 
cases Hatton named. 
Not all the litter at Uplands School was left by students as students discovered during a recent clean-up. Broken bot- 
tles and debris from other users was also found on the school grounds, and school principal Nancy Nelson says; 
"We're really trying to keep it a safe, pleasant place for the community as well as for the children." 
Paving contract let 
Two contractshave been The second contract, worth 
awarded  for a total o f  40 $841,834, was awarded to.  
kilometers of paving-on High- Grandview Blacktop of Bur- 
ways 37A and 37 in northern naby. This job involves paving 
37A and 37, from the Windy ~,~ ~i i !  
Point. Bridge on Highway 37A to :::i:~:: ~, ..... :~ . ! 
the Nass River Bridge on :::!! 
Highway 37. ~, ~ 
Work has already startedand '~? - . j  
up to 20 persons will be ~," 
employed. The job will consist ~ ,  
of spraying primer and tack ................... 
coat, construction o f  asphalt 
concrete pavement, asphalt ' 
bound open graded base, in-~: : 
tegral asphalt::curb,.::drainag~, , - -• " - . . . . .  r • " - '~ '~ • ":. ' ~' ~ , ~ • 
outlets, and shouldering. Tt ?~ . . . . . .  ~ " # ~.: . . . . .  ' "  [ #L#' ~ : : " • , ~ , .  - , " :  ' ~ . ~ : - . / ' z ' :Y"  " '~ '~,~'  " 
completion date is July 31, 1988. 
Grandview submitted the .~..:i:i@:)~: 
lowest of three tenders for the 
job. 
needed help with is the "Goody 
Bags" for Terraceview resi- 
dents. "They're not in the same 
need as the people I give food to 
but many of them have no one 
to care," said Hatton. 
She said the "Wish List" 
from some Terraceview resi- 
dents included such basics as 
fruit, raisins, cookies, hot 
chocolate, cup of soup, bubble 
bath, tissue, emery boards, nail 
clippers, combs, and . brushes, 
hair spray, shampoo and bat- 
teries for their radios. 
Hatton said local businesses, 
church groups, service clubs and 
community organizations and 
the public have been "very 
generous in the past, and she 
asked that anyone wanting to 
help phone her at 635.-5731 
before 9 p.m. 
B.C., it was announced recently 
by Transportation and High- 
ways Minister Cliff Michael. 
Columbia Bithulithic o f  Co- 
quitlam submitted the lowest of 
four tenders for the first project 
of $936,325. About 30 persons 
will be employed, and the job 
has already started. 
The contract calls for paving 
29.5 kilometers on Highway 
37A, from Bitter Creek Bridge 
to Windy Point Creek Bridge. 
Total cost of the first project, 
including engineering, materials 
and cont ingencies ,  is 
$2,050,000. Completion date is 
October 15, 1987. 
drive - -  continued from page 15 
, [  was the only thing func- 
tioning in December last year," 
she said. "I 'm not saying that 
they're starving to death, but 
they don't get enough food. 
Kids can't learn properly in 
school and their parents get 
discouraged too. 
"There's no possible way they 
can make both ends meet in a 
• month, and I wish some of the 
more fortunate people would try 
to figure out how they could 
manage under the same cir- 
cumstances." 
" I f  they put something aside 
for this purpose, they'll never 
miss it," Hatton said./ 'And to 
help make life a little more 
bearable for people that have 
nothing at Christmas will make 
them feel good. I guarantee it." 
Another part of the Golden 
Rule program Hatton said she 
$/=IOo 
The Board of School Trustees 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
3211 KENNEY STREET, TERRACE B.C. VSG3E9 
-- PHONE: (604) 6354931 
Boarding Home Required 
Special/Needs 17 year old boy 
Please apply to: 
Andrew M. Scruton 
Director of Instruction 
(Special Services) 
School District No. 88 (Terrace) 
635-4931 
Birthday celebrations for Lucille Ham pton, 75, and Ernle Sande, 88 brighten. 
ed the Happy/Gang Centre on Sept. 22. Hampton has lived in Terrace for the 
past nine years while Sande moved to the area in 1943 where he owned and 
operated the Sande Lumber Mill. 
The Terrace Youth Soccer Association would like to 
thank the following sponsors for their support: 
Wilkinson Business Machines 
Centennial Lions Club Kinsmen Club 
Canada Safeway Vic FroeseTrucking 
Doc's Cartage Sundance Ski & Sports Ltd 
Terrace Builders (3entre Ltd 
Totem Ford McAIpine & Co. 
Dairy Queen Ken's Photo 
Tilden Rent-A-Car Terrace Chrysler 
J. Talstra & Co. Terrace Co-operative Assn. 
Shoppers Drug Mart Carlyle Shepherd .& Co 
A.G.K. Telecommunications 
Skeena Sawmills 
Finning Tractor 
Northwest Sportsman Ltd 
Copperside Stores Ltd 
Bavarian Inn 
Buds Trucking 
Braids Insurance Co. 
Skeena Cellulose Inc 
Aqua Plumbing 
Sight & Sound Ltd. 
Cedarland Tire 
Rotary Club 
Northern Drugs 
Manuels Restaurant 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Philpot Forestry Service Ltd 
Dave's Plumbing & Heating Ltd 
The Pizza Hut Kinettes Club 
Tide Lake Contracting Ltd Rlchards Cleaners 
I I I  I I 
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There are Mill a lot of questions to be asked as a result of recent changes in 
B.C. forest policy. Skeena Sawmills estimates they are going to lose about 
10 percent of their existing tree farm licence to the small business program 
and are also concerned that land management incentives in the new forest 
strategy may not insure ownership of treesplanted by industry. 
.. Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
~ " ~ I " Exter io r  and i n te r io r  ai " . ..... +. :.~ ......... , +: ; p n ts  , : 
. A rmst rong  f loor ing  • Hard ing  carpets  
Sunwor thy  wa l lpaper  
• ¢ ~  o ~1)  
I //the suppliesyouneed 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace .. 
• 635-6600 .. " 
Week/y,,,Crossword 
• ACROSS PUZZLE ANSWER 3 Raleofdescent 
-+l'l+l~+l+lee! 1 Ovum N ~ ~ ~ 
4 Festive, I~I~l~_lIVI~ilY_jim~tl ~IO[ i 8 Damage 
11 Armedco.mct II~_I~I61+131~L6j+ 
t+, Employed Is I~I+laI~I~I i I±B 
13 Ouichcheese ~ ] N ~ I I  I l d I -~ '~ 
t5  Greek teller ~._ ~d ~ ~ ~ [ ~  
.17 Location 
18. OmlI 
20 Mailed 
22 Young lady 
24 At tempt  
25 Sand expanses 
26 Obtain 43 Thought 
27 ........ Lanka 44 Scarlelrs home 
30 Walkingst!ck 46 Loudnoise 32 
3l Angry 49 Close 34 
32 Mlmtcked 50 Level 36 
33 Eastern Daylight Time 51 Anger 37 
(Inll.) 52 Streets(abbr.) 38 
34 Hog 53 Nuisance 39 
35 Left 54 Feline 40 
36 It Is(poetic) 4t 
37 Athletic games DOWN 45 
39 Runs t Female sheep 47 
42 Russiangirl'sname 2 Gangstersgun . .,,,. ,48 
3! 
i°4 i , 
4 Chicanery 
5 Quaking tree 
6 ___.Brown 
7 Assumed 
8 Untidy 
9 MIneenlrance 
10 Appraise 
14 Medical(abbr.) 
19 Border  
21 Scrap 
22 Protective spray 
23  Jack-in-the.pulpit 
26 Joke 
27 Infrequent 
28 Leased 
29 Roman dale 
31 Blunder 
Excited 
Dessert 
Russian rulers 
Tender spots• 
Factory  
Crib 
Poems 
Chair 
Avenue(abbr.) 
. . . . .  Gershw!n 
Seine 
, l0 I 
I I 
i i i i  
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J re you heading In 
the right direction? 
Get the Terrace News! 
(A year's subcription $24) 
~f'--~ ( ~oR CLUSTER I 
I lidden I)a. ger 
An u.kno,:vn number of lethal 
cluster bomblets--some of the 2 
million tons of bombs that U.S, 
~,,,'arpla,cs droppcd on l.aos dm- 
ing the Vietnam War--slill rcma in 
in Ihe soil of l.aos, ready Io kill 
or maim, say.~ Nalio.al Gcograph- 
ic. 
HAVE YOU GO~E TO "~ 
Wh ale Of A Thne 
The multi-partner copulating 
of gray whales sometimes blossoms 
into giant free-for-alls involving 
as many as 20 individuals ata time, 
says National Geographic, 
I r 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 70 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
"Newspapers Association and reach more than 900,000 homes and a potential of two million readers. 
$129. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) Call the Terrace Review at 635-7840 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Buy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from ~ volume factory 
dealer. Call for pre-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231. 
Want a Vehicle? Credit a 
problem? For fast approval 
cal l  1 -800-663-6933 
F.A.N.T.•All makes and mo- 
dels. D8196. 
Lease/Buy any Ford truck. 
Select from six acre stock. 
Nothing down O.A.C. Call 
Bill orKen collect 294-4411. 
DL8105. 
New Ford crewcab diesel 4 X 
4 or any truck; Lease/Buy, 
low rates. • Nothing down 
O.A.C. Call Tom Morgan or 
Mark collect 294-4411. 
DL8105. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Buslnees Opportunlty Avail- 
able In Kelowna B.C. Week- 
ly communlty advertlslng 
newspaper for sale. Very 
well astabllshed, 19 months 
In business.-Includes equip 
ment and typesattlng In- 
structlon. 785-0183. 
Restaurant for sale by own- 
er. Excellent location at 
Earl'8 Cove Ferry Terminal, 
beautiful Sunshine Coast 
B.C. 883-9412. 
i i ]l 
EDUCATIONAL FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
Diploma correspondence. Phasaconvertors, up to 100 Fast growing aggressive If a beuuiif-ul lady between 
Free calendar. High School H.P. on SP Line,• P.T.O. Ford and Mercury dealer- 23-40 years would like to 
upgrading, accounting, man- Generators and sets, Electric ship In brand new facilities spend an expense paid veca- 
agement, administration, Motors, Transformers, Fans, in Williams • Lake requires tlon In Floridsandlor Mexk 
secretarial, computers. Es- 
tablished 1964. National Col- 
Reduction Gears, Lighting enthusiastic, bondable, mo- co I:)ee.187 and Jan.188, 
Fixtures. Frlesen Electric, tivated JourneymenlParta- please call and/or write to 
lege, 444 Robson, Vancou- Abbotsford, 859-7101; 1-800- person. Must want personal Lowrle Campbell, Box 639, 
ver, 688-4913 toll free 1-800- 663-6976. • growth, be willing and cape- Cache Creek B.C. VOKtHO 
387-1281 r 24 hours• F ~ k  ble of outside parts whole- end/or phone 457-9187. In- 
Okanagan School of Auction- Flamingo Art• Daco Playing. sale. Three days/weak two elude personal photo; ~ 
earing. Next class starts Cards and Game• Special days inside. Earning above REAL ESTATE 
November 12• Evenings and Price $7.30 total• October average. Call 1-800-452-8705 
private lessons available. 30th mailing. Her!!age Ron Ridley after hours (604) Central Alberta - 600 Cow 
For information: Box 377, Games, Box 5212 Stn B ' ,  398-8090. Also requlre.Jour- Ranch. Good Buildings, ~ wa- 
Wastbank, B.C. V0H 2A0. Victoria B.C, VSR 6N4. neymenlMochanlc8 ECC IV ter, large leases, $85; acre. Pincher Creek Foothills 
Phone (604)768-2791. GARDENING Cart. Ranch - 1900 acres. Homse, 
buildings, excellent water, EQUIPMENT & Greenhouse & Hydroponic Lease Operators. Positions bargain. Smaller rench se; 
MACHINERY equipment, supplies. Every- available for qualified opera- 
Pacific Forklift Sales. Wee- thing you need. Best quality, tore who are Interested In acreages. Edmonton Area 
tern Canada's largest Inde- super low prices. Green- purchasing fully rigged high- 30acres. large newer home, 
pendent used forklift dealer, house $175., Halidas $115. way tractors under a unique heated pool, barn, corrlle, 
Dozens of good used else- Over 3,000 products In fleet program. Financing consider B.C. trade. Jack 
trlc, gas, propane, diesel, stockl Send $2 for Info pack package available. Minimum Folsom, Chief Mountain Re- 
4x4. Terry Simpecn (504) & Free magazine to Western $15,000 Investment requIr- alty. 1-403-626-3232, any- 
533-5331 Eves (604)535- Water Farms, 1244 Seymour ed. Rigging Insurance, and time. 
1381. St., Vancouver, S.C. V6B prorate tax supplied. Phone 3E ~ ~ ~ ~ 
3N9. 1-604-682-6636. Steve or Grant at: 1-800-663- Portable Sawmill with Mit- gardening or hobby farms, 
sublshl 6-cylinder diesel pc- Curved glass patio exten- 6205. Just off Hwy. 1-west of Kam- 
wer, running gear. $13,500. 81on8 starting at $1,095. E-~rlenced Boarders and loops on the Thompson RIv- 
Heaps edger skid mounted, Hobby greenhouses starting Tapers required by Vancou- er. Call 373-2282. 
$2,500. Call Ron Myers, By- at $599. Full line of green- vet sub- t rade  company• ~ e " ~ ~  
town Diesel• Terrace 1-800- house accessories. Call B.C. Please call 294-5893. lal Two bedroom home on 
663-7766 or 635-4938. 
Used Equip. Eight Beaver 
wood splitters, commercial, 
heavy duty, vertical; four 
blade knives. Priced from 
$3,800 to $4,800. After 5:30 
ne 679-3537 Gary. 357- 
Roger. 
Greenhouse Builders toll- 
free 1-800-242-0673 or write 
7425 Hadley Avenue, Bur- 
naby t B.C. VSE 2R1. 
HELP WANTED 
British Columbia & Yukon 
community Newspaper As- 
sociation 18 seeking a dy0a- 
mlcdiroctor for Its provindlal 
Wholesale Prices. For quail- 718 acre baslde hoopltal,. 
ty Adult Novelties send age, school. Super garden, grow" 
signature, $2.00 to JOyli-H., everything. Call g82-2791 or  
Us; #124 - 810 West Broad- Box 12, Belle Cools, VOT 
way~ Vancouver V5Z 4C9. 1C0. 
Positions open for JoUrney- How to 8ell Your House. 
men Millwrights, Elsotrlr.- 
lane, Instrumental Technici- 
ans, and iexperlenced Mill- 
operators In O 
Canada's Largest Calendar. Retired realtor covers every 
Specialty Advertising & Bus- asp~t of  selling your homo 
Ineu Gift Company needs . Jn 70 page manual. Only 
self-starters selling our line FOR SALE r MISC. office In Vancouver. Candi- Ppen-plt Cop- $20. Canoe Publishing,Box 
to local businesses. Highest Lighting Fixtures. •Western dates most have some know- per mine near Granisle. For 354j Canoe B.C. VOE 1KO. 
Commissions. O'Donnel l ,  Canada's largest dis r• 
Wholesale and retail. 
play. ledge of the  community more information write clo SERVICES 
DRG, 1750 PIummer, Picker- Free newspaper field, a strong H.W. Barker, Noranda Min- '~erecna l "  Injury. 19 
eml8, Box 2000, Grenlsle, public relation8 background, Years experience. Pormer Catalogues available. Nor- ~)~3 LlW 3L7 (416) 831- 
• burn Lighting Centre, 4600 proven sales experlence and B.C. V0J 1W0 or phone in8urence adJuetar. No re- 
E ' a ' m ' ~ -  East Hastings Street, Bur- administration skills. Annual (604) 697-2201. coverylno fee arrangement 
maa. It's easy with Watkln'8 naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone salary - $45,050. Resume Community newspaper edit- available. Call collect e88- 
new sales plan. Multi-level 1-299-0666. should be sent prior to Oct. or required for a newspaper 8121. Mr. A.S. Andrea." 
marketing at It8 best. For in- ~ .  23, 1987 to BCYCNA Prasl- serving the Sasnich panlnsu- I~BC owe you money I~  
formation write, 2863 Nap- Iogue of used equipment, dent Tony Richards, Drift- la on Vancouver Island. Ap- personal Injury? Vancouver 
tune Cres. Burnaby, B.C. livestock, hay, feed, grain, wood Publishing, Box 250, pllcatlons In writing outlln- mwyer Carey Llnde (since 
V3J 7A4 or call evenings etc available. $18 for 12 Ganges, B.C. VOS1E0. Ing experience and salary 1972) him Free Informatk)n.' 
after 7 pm 421-4137. issues. Farmer's Trade Line, Auctionearing Is an Excel- expected should be mailed Phone 1-e84-T?~. 8ocond 
Reach International Mar- Box 1581, Lacombe, Alberta lent Profeulon. For profas- to Publisher, The Review, OplnloneGladly Given. 
kets. Four million readers In T0C 1S0. (403)782-2388. signal training phone or Box 2070, Sidney, B.C. V8L ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
USA, Canada, Europe, 8outh write to Jordan & McLean 355. D.ale Carr-Harrle - 20 years • 
America & New Zealand. A Free Up  Postage Meter School of Auctlonoorlng, Box P ~  trml lawyer with five yeerll 
fresh new market for mall Leasing Dollarsl New Post-A 94 Kltacoty, Alta. T0B 210. order, business, entrepren- -Fix Licks and Stamps 60 per (',i63) 846-2211, (403)842- Bald? Thinning? Discovered medical ecnool before law. 0- during cancer research, The 66.974922 (Vancouver). Ex- 
eurs, connoisseurs & collac- Minute, order B-4 Oct. 17 5528. Helslnkl Method. Unclog perJenced In h uKI Injury and 
tore. Deadline 28111187. and save $10. off Regular T ~  hair, lettlnghslrgrow eg|ln, other ms|or claims. Pe¢¢~t- 
Contact: Abbott Communl- Price of $135.95. Return In experienced Inall aspects of 100% money ~ guaran- age fees avallablo. 
cation Group Ltd., 5791 No. 10 days for Full Refund. tire repair. Excellent oppor- tee. Call or write -(SASE) 
Three Rd. Richmond, B.C. Visa, Cheque or Money Or- tunlty for advancement to Helllnkl Method, P.O. Box 
VSX 2C9. (604) 273-1571. der, allow two to seven prepaid shipping. Call ~ol e- management position. Apply 613, PoCo B.C. V3B BHg. ~ (~ 
Telex: 04-357713. Fax: (604) lect (604) 732-1375. V0N 2R0. Attn: Blair. also needed. ~ ]~ a l l  273-1025. - Box 39, Port McNslll, B.C. (604)469-0788. Olltributorl 
Peaks 
Wade CcmlnmUng competed in the squirt girts' division of Terrace minor softball'thls past season. 
rl 
Picture by K~'s tmoto 
" - -  continued from page 9 
tions and a "probationary" 
period of six weeks as supervised 
by the club's Technical Commit- 
tee. 
The Peaks are committed to 
training gymnasts primarily to 
achieve good basic skills which 
• will enable them to compete su~:' 
cessfully within the Northern 
Division of the B.C. Gymnastics 
Association. Limited time and 
space is available to train gym- 
nasts for Provincial and Na- 
tional level competition, but the 
Peaks are proud to have produc- 
ed gymnasts who have qualified 
for the B.C. age-group champ- 
ionships and some who have 
shown every potential for elite- 
level training. 
At the present ime, girls only 
are being prepared for competi- 
tion and they must train for all 
four Olympic events: Vault, Un- 
even Parallel Bars, Balance 
Beam and Floor Exercise. 
Awards are given for all-round 
performance based, on total 
points of the four individual ap- 
paratus events. Judging is accor- 
ding to the B.C.G.A.  Divisional 
Code of  Points for Divisional 
level competitors and by the 
F, I .G.  Code for Provincial and 
National eve!competitors.  Four  
age-groups are recognized in 
Divisional and Provincial com- 
petitions: (birthdates as of 
January 1st this year): 
• Midget - under 10 years of 
age. 
• Argo - under 12 years of age. 
• Tyro - under 14 years of age. 
• Open - 14 years and older. 
Beginner competitive gym- 
nasts will prepare for only one 
or two "Meets" in their first 
season, while Divisional and 
Provincial gymnasts will attend 
as many meets as possible each 
year. Traditionally, each of the 6 
or 7 competitive clubs in the 
Northern Division will host an 
Invitiational meet each year. 
Selections for Northern B.C. 
Winter Games, B.C. Winter 
continued on page 24 
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~lml~ Rapeeo and L Iu  Trsl. 
are pleased to announce their 
wedding engagement. The ceremony 
will take place April, 1988 at Sacred 
Heart Catholic Church In Terrace. 
9130p 
Dart player= wanted 19 years and 
over to form a team. Please call the 
Sandmen Inn between 7 and 8 p.m. 
Sundays only and ask for Dell. 9130c 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
pert-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
m 
Ter race  Gay information line, 
638-1256, Sundays 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
10128 p 
Do you have young Children? We 
have a drop-In centre for you. Starting 
July 6 to Aug. 14, everyone is 
welcome. We're open from 8:30 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday. $2/hr. for 
one child; $31hr. for two .children; 
$4/hr. for threeTchildren; or $4O/m0. 
for two days a,,veek; $50/mo. for three 
days a week; $1001mo. for five days a 
week. Children may stay a max. of 
three hours a day and must bring 
their own snack. Rates can be ad- 
Justed for 2.week periods. For more 
Information, call 638-0703 or after 
July 6, 638.0061. (3312 Sparks Ave., 
Terrace). tfn 
:• •: •:: ru cks • .:::i 
****************  
Moc~lemmd ChlMren's House Pre- 
school Is taking reglstratlon for Sept. 
1987. Three days a week - $651mo. 
Two days a week - $451mo. Classes 
run from 9 to 11:45 a.m. Call Tracle at 
638-0703 or after July 5 at 638-0061. 
tfn 
29,.:. Recr.,: Vehicles 
GELLATELY - -  Caltl ln June, 
November 3, 1986. September 20, 
1987. 
_ A baby's born but something's 
wrong, 
Her body's weak but her will is 
strong. 
Each day she struggles to survive. 
Life support systems keep her alive. 
Her eyes cry out In pain and horror, 
of endless suffedng and ongoing tor- 
ture. 
Some days her eyes are calm and 
serene and we think of a life that 
might have been, 
BUt death ls  near'and fate has 
spoken. 
She's touched our hearts and now 
they're broken. 
A deoent thuk= and gratitude to the 
P.I.C.U. staf f  at Vlctods General 
Hospital for giving Caltlan Gellately 
her best chance st life and making 
the last two months endurable. Our 
only regret is that this standard of 
care and excellence is not available 
everywhere In our health care system. 
Al ia our warmest thanks to family 
and f r iends who supported us 
throughout this ordeal. You also 
touched our hearts. 
Private cremation. In lieu of flowers 
donations are being accepted to pur- 
ohm an Oxlmeter for P.I.C.U. and 
S.C.N. at Children's Hospital. Ar- 
mll ents through First Memorial 
oes. . gl30p 
Homes for Sale ............... i_.33 
House Trailers .................... ; 32 
Legal Notices..... ..... ......... ;.36 
Livestock .............................. 16 
Lost & Found .......................... 7 
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Marine... ................................ 20 
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Mobile Homes .................... : 32 
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Notices .......... ..... .................... 3
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Personal ................................. 1 
Pets ....................................... 16, 
Real Estate: .......................... 33  
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Rentals.. .... ; ....................... .19 
Room & Board ...................... 19 
Snowmobiles ....................... 28 
Thank you Notes .................... 6
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Wanted to Rent .................... 18 
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Found --  A small buff colored kitten 
In the vicinity of 5100 block of Agar. 
Phone 635-7527. 9/30p 
I.eet - -  On the Skeena River, a 
22-foot river boat with a 140 Evlnrude 
motor. Reward offered. Phone 
635-7933. 10/7c 
Lost - -  young girl's eyeglasses in 
Copper Mountain subdivision near 
Walker and Skinner Streets. Phone 
635-4829 after 5 p.m. 10/7nc 
Fifth wheel (F0ntalno). No slack. 
$400. 1974 Gremlin for parts, $300. 
Phone 638-8002. 9130p 
Reporter/photographer wanted on 
freelance basis for Terrace's only 
community newspaper. Experience 
• or background in journalism prefer,~ 
• r~L Call 635-7840, ask for Mike. ~ 
tfn 
eabyalffor wanted: Full •time, in my 
home in Thornhlll for two boys, age 3 
1/2 and 11 months. Hours are Mon- 
day to Friday 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
$20 per day, mu~t have own transpor- 
tation. Starting Oct. 19. Inquire at 
23-3319 Kofoed. 10/14p 
PART-TIME HELP 
WANTED 
For evenings & weekend shifts, 
apply in person at A & W in the 
Skeena Mall. 
Full.t ime qualified hairdresser 
wanted. At least one year's ex, 
perlence. For Interview phone The 
House of Shannon at 638-1127. 9/30p 
Bsbyllltor wanted 4 days per week in 
my home. 6 to 8 hours per day. Two 
children, 4 and 11/=. Light housekeep- 
Ing. Non-smoker. Phone 635-2861. 
10/7c 
Class i f ied  Ads - -  Deadline is Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
As a public service the Terrace Review will print free of charge any ad offering to share 
something with the community (e.g., rides, child care, free items). In addition there will be 
no charge for "Lost & Found" or for ads placed bY individuals seeking work. 
RATES: Non.displav - per issue: $4.00 for 30 words • or less, additional word 5¢ each. 
Display,- per issue: $4.75 ~er column inch. 
We reserve the right t(~ ciassify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
TERMS: Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
• Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Greig Ave., Terrace B.C. V8G 1M7 
Baby=lfler needed for 21/= year old 
girl In her home on Hamer. Temporary 
position, varied, hours. Must have 
20,foot aluminum river beat and 
trailer. Good condition. Phone 
Klndeq~srty International Toys is 632-5831after 4 p.m. 9130p 
seeking individuals interested in 
becoming a toy consultant. Ideal 171/2"f°°tK'C.therm=glsumnabeut, 
business opportunity for someone In- V-hull, fiberglass. Full canvas tOp. 
terested in working own hours with Caulklns trailer. Never used $5,500. 
the benefits of substantial extra in. Phone 638-1730 or 635-4873. 9130p 
come. Vacancies in most areas, 
small investment required. Please 
write with brief resume to: 
Kinderparty Toys, 
Box 143, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4A2 
tfnc 
Mushroom pickers, solid prices, 
warm fire, hot coffee, washroom. For 
Information call Lionel Sears. 4106 
Hwy. 16 East. Hours: noon - ? Phone 
635-7824. • 10/14p 
Responsible mother wiJl do daycare 
in my home. I have a large yard and 
live acmes from Rotary Park on 
Cramer Street. Call Audrey at 
635-2075, anytime. 9/30p 
Registered German short-haired 
Pointer pups, chocolate colored. 
Ready to go. Price negotiable. Phone 
1-534-2147 (Langley) and ask for 
Donna. 09/30p 
For rant or lease, 1800 sq. ft. shop or 
store space on Grelg Ave. Fenced 
storage area and perking. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
For lense or rant: bodyshop with 
spray booth and air compressor. Ap- 
prox. 1500 sq. ft., large parking area. 
Phone days 635-2655 or eves. 
798.2528. tfnc 
I I  
FOR RENT 
, 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments 
* Laundry facilities & balconies 
, Two blocks from downtown 
, Rents start at $290.00 
* References required 
Ph.: 635-2817 or 635-5224 
I = ' ,~ l l l i l l l i l  
Three bedroom townhoum. Central- 
ly located. Fddge and stove, hookup 
references and own transportation, for washer and dryer. References re- 
Phone 638-1730. 9130p ~ qulred. Phone 635-9593. tfnc 
Optometry office will train an 
energetic man or woman. Applicant 
must have a mechanical and mathe- 
matical type mind, be good with their 
hands and relate to fellow workers 
well. Send resumes by Oct. 2 to: 
Murphy & Clark Optometrists 
3212 Emerson Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S6 
gl30c 
Northwest 
Electric 
"A" Ticketed 
No job too big 
No job too small 
Reasonab le  Rates 
Guaranteed  Work  
fin© 
FOR LEASE 
Store FmntlWarehouse 
Light Industrial 
Two units 1735 square feet 
currently - -  Coast Tractor 
at Keith Avenue and Kenney 
Street. 
One Unit 1800 square feet at 
Kenney and Pohle Avenue. 
OH Door, Gas Heat and 
Washroom. 
635'7459 
tins 
Upper level of house, 2 bedrooms, 
dishwasher, fenced yard, carport, 
5-minute walk from mldtown on low. 
traffic non-thru street. Suitable quiet 
single or couple, non smokers. 
$4501mo. plus utilities. (heated by 
natural gas. Phone 635-3788 after 5 
p.m. or leave message at 635-9141 be. 
tween 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. 9130p 
638,0216 
635-3048 
1977 Johnson 4 hp outboard motor 
with 5gallon tank. Both in excellent 
condition. Asking $400 obo. Phone 
635-2273 after I p.m. 09130p 
10 foot, . two  ton, A-frame 
Gantry on wheels, $1,500. Phone 
635-7840. tfnp 
1980 Chow Citation, 6 cylinder, stan- 
dard, 80,000 km., $1,250 or best often 
Phone 635-5719. 10/7p 
1966 Volkswagen Bug, baJa, 1600 cc, 
mags. $600. Phone 635-3347. 09130p 
1980 Chev half.ton pickup, short 
wheel base, 250 cubic inch, 6-cylinder 
motor, automatictransmlsslon, dual 
gas tanks, power steering, peal- 
traction rear end, many new and 
rebuilt parts, excellent condition. 
Asking $3,950. Phone 638.8821 after 
5p.m. 9/30p 
1978 Vanguard camper, 9 112 ft. ex- 
cellent condition, three-way fridge, 
three burner stove, heater, queen size 
bed, $3,g00. Phone 638-1082. 10/7p 
1970 - -12 x 60 ft. trsller with 8 x 48 ft.- 
addition. Three bedrooms, includes 
frldge,, stove, washer and dryer, 
$5,500 or best offer. Phone 635-2675. 
9130p 
WhltoWater Guiding-- If you are In- 
terested in catching really big fish, 
please call 635-3048 anytimel! tfnp 
P ~ql]l  i 
Don't let that 
big one 
get away! 
Drop a l ine in the  
Northwest Star 
Class i f ied  Sect ion  
for fast results!  
Coachman Apartments 
1 & 2 bedroom apar tments  avai lab le  on the bench 
in Terrace.  C lean and a f fo rdab le  su i tes  to sui t  all 
( inc lud ing  famil ies) .  
:To view please call: 
635-7417 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
per montl~ 
• One bedroom from: Two bedroom from: 
s325 per month s360 
• Attractive, spacious, woth storage room. 
• Colored appfiances and fixtures. 
i Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio doors.  
• Laundry facilities. 
• Security enter.phones and deadbolts. 
• Fully draped and co-ordinated to wlw carpets. 
• Six channel satellite T.V. 
• Racquet courts. 
• Ample parking. 
• References required. 
Phone: 635-5968 
CLA&&II I.tlD 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Highways 
• HIGHWAYS ~ TENDERS 
• PRINCE RUPERT AND SKEENA . . . . .  
• ELECTORAL OISTRICTS 
Project No. C-4773: Reconstruction of the Khyex River to Aberdeen Creek 
Section (9.376 km) of the Yellowhead H!ghway 16. 
Work.consists generally of new grade construction from Quarried Rock, place- 
ment and maintenance of surcharges, drainage, gravelling, paving, construc- 
tion and subsequent removal of a temporary haul bridge, and also includes the 
restoration of the Skeena River Foreshore. 
Documentation is available for the sum of $35.00,full size drawings are $25.00 
' extra. 
Tender Opening Date: Tuesday, October 27, 1987 (File: 51 20 06) 
Sealed Tenders, completed In accordance with the Instructions to Bidders on 
the forms and in the envelopes provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 940 Blanshard Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, B.C., 
VSW 3E6, unless otherwise specified, up to 2 p.m. (local Victoria time)on the 
day of the tender opening, at which time tenders will be opened in public. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a Surety, Bid Bond or Certified Deposit Che- 
que unless otherwise stated above. 
The lowest ()r any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions of tender 
can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation • and Highways, 940 Blan. 
shard Street, Victoria, B.C., V8W 3E6 (telephone 387-1411), and for the conve. 
nlence of lower mainland Contractors only, from 7818 6th Street, Burnaby, B.C., 
V3N 4NS(telephone 660-8260), unless otherwise specified, between the hours 
of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except holidays.• 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to which the. 
construction of this contract shall conform, are also available for the sum of 
$40.00 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to the Minster of Finance and 
Corporate Relations. No such purchases are refundable. 
ROY ILLING 
Deputy Minister 
9/30c 
' doyour UTDOOR$ 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
ROOF RETROFITS 
School District 92(Nisgha) 
SEALED TENDERS are invited for Roof Retrofits, repairs and 
maintenance to various school bui ldings located within School 
District No. 92 (Nisgha). 
Offers under seal will be received before 2:00 p.m., local time on Oc- 
tober 8, 1987 at: ,, 
School District No. 92 (Nisgha) 
2500 Tait 
New Aiyansh, B.C. V0J 1A0 
Tender documents for a Stipulated Price contract may be obtained 
from the offices of: 
The Owner: 
School District No. 92 (Nisgha) 
2500 Talt 
New Aiyansh, B.C. 
The Consultant: 
Inter-Coast Consultants Ltd. 
No. 207-15225 Thrift Avenue 
White Rock, B.C..V4B 2K9 
Upon receipt of a i'efundable Cheque made payable to Inter-Coast 
Consultants Ltd. in the amount of $50.00. Documents may only be 
obtained by general contract bidders. 
Plans may be viewed at the offices of the Owner, the Consultant, and 
the following plan rooms: Prince George Construction Association, 
3851-18th Avenue, Prince George, B.C., The (Other) Planroom Ltd., 
4140-B Dawson St., Burnaby; B.C., and Construction House, 
Amalgamated Construction Association of B.C., 2675 Oak Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
The Owner reservesthe right to reject any or all tenders and the ac- 
cept any tender it considers advantageous. The lowest or any offer 
will not necessarily be accepted. 
The Owner reserves the right to award portions of the work or to 
seiect alternate membrane systems as described in the Bid Form. 
Larry Hoback 
g~3oc Secretary/Treasurer 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
• Forests and Lands• 
NOTICE  INVITING 
APPL ICAT IONS FOR WOODLOT 
L ICENCE 
Take notice that eligible and qualified per. 
sons are Invited to submit applications to 
the District Manager for a Woodlot Llcence. I 
Applications must be received by the l  
District Manager, No. 310-4722 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6, not later than 
3:30 p.m. on the 27 day of November, 1987 
Upon evaluation of the applications, the 
District Manager may approve the woodier 
.llcence for the eligible and qualified ap- 
plicants considered to be most suitable, or 
may ask the eligible and qualified ap. 
pllcante to submit a tender and bonus, and 
approve the tender containing the highest 
bonus offer, or may reject all applications. 
Application forms and further particulars 
may be obtained from the District Manager 
310-4722 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1R8 
10t14c 
I 
Province or; 
, ~ .  British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Transportation and 
Highways 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electorai District: Prince Rupert 
Highway District: Prince Rupert 
Project or Job Number: FLAG 003/87 
Project or Job Description: Traffic Control 
Services for the Port Clements and Sand. 
spit Foreman Areas. 
The tender sum for this project II to Imdudo 
appllesble Federal and Provincial 8ale Tax. 
Tender Opening Date: October 20, 1987 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with envelope, plans, 
specifications • and condltltlone of tender 
are available free of charge ONLY from 
Prince Rupert District Office, 204-815 1st 
Avenue West Prince Rupert, B.C. and Port 
Clements Yard, Park Ave., Port Clemente, 
B.C. between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone Number of originating office: 
627.0485. 
Tenders will be opened at 204.815 1 st 
Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
10/14c 
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The Skeena Hotel boys' team played in the Bantam division of Terrace minor softball this past season, 
Picture by Ken'e Photo 
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Doe's Cartage competed in the Bantam Girls' division of Terrace minor softball this past season. Picture by Ken's Photo 
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1~ ~ F~ team played this season In the T~Ball division of Terrace minor softball. Picture by Ken's Photo 
Police 
A Terrace man was arrested 
and charged with mischief on 
Sept. 17 after he kicked the door 
of a car parked on the lot at the 
PetroCan station on Lakelse 
Ave. 
Training - -  cont inued from page 16 
pietion of either course listing 
the skill level and knowledge 
achieved in various segments of 
the course. 
According to SLMDC, "The 
broadened forestry training will 
enhance their future employ. 
ment opportunities." 
SLMDC has said that similar 
programs in the past have been 
highly successful in training ap- 
proximately I00 students. 
-,e 
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TERRACE - -  Record-breaking decision of either trying to divert Williams Creek :on Highway 37 
rainfall on Sept, 20 resulted in a the water or try to get it running to Kitimat was limited to trans- 
lot of clean-up and repairs las t  through the culvert again, Wro- 
week for Ministry of Highways bel'sald. 
workers and other affected 
agencies and businesses. 
by Philip Musselman. 
One incident closed Highway 
16 East to traffic between Ter- 
race and Kiiwanga. The closure 
followed the flooding of Whis- 
key Creek, 14 km. west of Kit- 
wanga. The stream had been 
carrying a lot of debris and gra- 
vel due to high waters and plug- 
ged a culvert under the highway. 
The 12-foot diameter culvert 
couldn't handle the flow and the 
creek flooded the roadway. Ac- 
cording to the Ministry o f  
Highways manager of regional 
maintenance, Joe Wrobel, the 
creek also ran west and washed 
out some of the shoulder down 
from the main closure. 
The crew was faced with a 
The crew began to clear debris 
from the front of the culvert so 
that it could wash itself out. Ac- 
cording to Wrobel, the toughest: 
part of the task was keeping the 
culvert from bending like a 
plastic straw under the enor- 
mous Pressure. "The crew did a 
wonderful job," said Wrobel, 
" i f  it wasn't for their successful 
efforts we would have had to 
build a Bailey bridge and the 
• repairs would have taken at least 
another 24 hours." 
The highway opened again 
after 15 hours and a flow of traf- 
fic was restored as the crew 
made sure that the culvert was 
kept open. Twenty-six pieces of 
equipment plus operators and an 
additional 18 men had worked 
to get the route open. 
In another road closure, 
Bandshell - -  continued from page 1 
the Finance Committee for more a good project but the Cityis do- 
information, saying she was in ing the whole thing. I think a 
favor of the project but was con- 
cerned over the term" forgivable 
loan" and wanted to know 
where the money was coming 
from and what sort of guarantee 
of repayment existed. 
The matter was given a second 
look at last Monday's council 
meeting, after coming back 
from the Finance Committee 
with the recommendation to ap- 
prove the loan, and Halleck 
repeated her concerns aying, " I  
am always opposed to lending 
public money. It was made clear 
two years ago that the City 
would have no money involve- 
ment and when I look back I 
find that there have been many 
service club projects in town that 
have gone very well without our 
money. ' '
This view was supported by 
Aid. Takhar, who said, "This is 
service club would like this kind 
of project." .... 
Aid. Jackman, Smith, Cooper 
and Clark spoke in favor of ac- 
cepting the recommendation, 
saying that leaving the bandshell 
in its present state leaves it open 
to damage from vandalism and 
weather. PASS, it was noted, 
has already completed "an in- 
credible amount of work." 
Smith said Ryan had given a 
full breakdown of the estimates 
and costs for the project and 
that a lottery grant, if approved, 
would immediately repay the 
loan. 
But even if the lottery grant 
was turned down, said Smith, 
organizers had demonstrated the 
ability to raise four to five thou- 
sand dollars at a single function, 
and he said he fully expected the 
loan would be repaid by next 
summer. 
Peaks - -  cont inued  f rom page '21  
Games, and Provincial Division 
Competitions may be done at 
these meets. 
We are pleased to welcome a 
new member to our club. She is 
Shirley Hostland, and she will be 
our new part-time coach and 
coach coordinator. She has a lot 
to offer to our club andwe hope 
she will enjoy working with all 
the other coaches and parents, 
and executive. We'd also like to 
welcome back our own coaches: 
Rosanne Komlos, Eva Komlos, 
Andrea Komlos, Kris Fairless, 
Lee-Anne'Phillips, Jenny Brady, 
Shannon Skrabyc, and Tracy 
Tomas. 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club would like to welcome all 
old and new members to our 
new season. 
The annual general meeting 
will be held Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 
Clarence Michiel School. For 
further information call Irene 
Kuhas at 635-3215. 
Offshore - -  continued from page 16 
positive benefits for local 
residents." 
He explained that a five- 
person assessment panel, the 
West Coast Offshore Explora- 
tion Environmental Assessment 
Panel, had held public meetings 
in the fall of 1985 with a limited 
mandate and funding, and on 
the basis of evidence gathered 
the Panel made 92 recommenda- 
tions to the federal government 
in April, 1986. 
According to Fulton, many of 
the more important recommen- 
dations were rejected bY both 
the provincial and federal 
governments, raising some ser- 
ious concerns. 
He said funding for further 
public hearings had been placed 
on hold and the government 
proposed the establishement of a 
'petroleum regulator' which 
may include public representa- 
tion, but they failed to guarantee 
local jobs or community funding 
to provide "assistance to men- 
itor the socio-economic effects 
of offshore activity a~d •initiate 
programs to deal ~ these ef- 
fects." 
Fulton also added that the 
government had failed to ad- 
dress native land claims, con- 
cerns expressed by the fishing in- 
dustry and, although they ac- 
cepted the recommendation for 
a 20-kilometer buffer zone bet- 
ween the shoreline and drilling 
activity during the initial phase, 
they ignored environmental con- 
cerns by saying, "This will be 
followed by site specific reduc- 
tions." 
According to Fulton, recom- 
mendations regarding these con- 
cerns were to be addressed prior 
to allowing any offshore ex- 
ploration, and while they had 
responded favorably to some 
points, others of real concern 
had been ignored. "At best, the 
governments' response is a dis- 
appointment," said Fulton. 
port truck use only. Lighter ve- 
hicles had' tO take a detour on 
Old Lakel.~e Lake Road while a 
grader and>three people worked 
to makesure the culverts were 
o. tmn:so:~at ,Williams Cre~k 
could drain away from the high- 
way. A minimum amount of 
damage-resulted. Within 6 hours 
the highway was again open to 
all traffic. 
Another flood-related inci- 
dent closed the railway to 
Kitimat when the CNR Kitimat 
bridge abutment was washed out 
by high waters. The weakening 
of the bridge has interrupted the 
use of the line. 
According to CN spokesper- 
son Cecil Gordey, diversion of 
water and the hauling of mater- 
ials occupied many CN work- 
men.  
The bridge should be restored 
in about four weeks. 
A Pacific Northern Gas 
(PNG) pipeline was damaged by 
the floods in the Copper River 
Valley. A temporary interrup. 
tion to industrial customers was 
necessary so that the company 
could divert the flow of gas to a 
backup 10-inch line. The 8-inch 
pipe will be repaired and be put 
back into service. 
A further esult of the rains is 
causing concern about resident 
fish in the streams which rose so 
suddenly. 
Not only did the water go up 
and change the banks of each 
stream, said local Conservation 
Officer Terry McGunigle, but, 
spawning grounds were all but 
washed out by tremendous flows 
of water. 
Concern about eggs and en- 
dangered fry is matched by a 
nr l~: ih i l l tv  ,~£  a ru~r  . - .~h .~ . . . . .~ . . . . . .  
for sports anglers. 
"There Was nothing we .could 
do," McGunigle explained, "'the 
force of the rains was just too 
strong and sudden; it 'hit right 
when it shouldn't have." 
Meanwhile after a week of 
recovering, Terrace is still ex- 
pected to see showers through 
the weekend. 
Decentralize - -  cont inued from page  1 
Asked about the future of 
regional districts in the province, 
Cooper said, "We won't know 
until we get all the details," 
According to Talstra, Terrace 
may have a logistical advantage 
in becoming the administrative 
base of the new region. "We 
represent the centre of the most 
concentrated population in the 
region," he said, and expressed 
the intent to seek Kitimat coun- 
cil's support o that argument. 
Talstra said that • Other an. 
nouncements made by Vander 
Zalm at the same time, and 
possibly affecting the City, also 
needed more clarification. 
According to Talstra, the 
premier announced a $10 million 
"Downtown Revitalization Pro- 
gram" but didn't elaborate on 
the details of the plan. 
" I  don't know if this is a new 
program or a re-creation of the 
old program," he said. 
Teachers - -  cont inued from page 1 
to a binding agreement with the 
TDTA because, according to ad- 
vice from lawyers and profes- 
sional negotiators, such an 
agreement could create prob- 
lems for the yet-to-be-determin- 
ed new bargaining agent for the 
teachers. Cooper also claimed 
that under the terms of the In- 
dustrial Relations Act, which 
would apply to bargaining pro- 
cedures if the teachers form a 
union, the board will not have 
the right to'strip the contracts. !
Giesbrecht stated in an: earlier 
interview, however, that there is 
no legal obstacle to prevent a 
bridging agreement. "We've re- 
futed all those arguments," he 
said. "It 's not binding anybody; 
it just continues until another 
representative body begins nego. 
tiations." 
At the Monday rally Cooper, 
a member of the board's negoti- 
ating committee, agreed to 
another meeting with the TDTA 
negotiators in order to avert the 
possibility of a teachers' strike. 
The two committees will meet 
today, and the strike vote is 
scheduled to take place tempi'- 
row. 
Giesbrecht said that if the ma- 
jority votes for "withdrawal of 
services" the action will be 
delayed to allow parents suffi- 
cient time to make .alternate ar- 
rangements for child care. 
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"It's hard to wake up one morning and 
: realize you're a blimp. I cringed every 
time I looked in the mirror. Then a 
• : L , , 
,, friend at work told me about Diet Center. 
• . . . 
In three weeks I lost 17 ugly pounds, 
Now I feel so much better about my- 
self I have more self-confidence •and 
more  energy,"  
Lose weight while you 
i ; ! i  gain a whole new self 
,::. image. Talk to a Diet 
" - Center  counse lor  today. 
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We can change your life. 
,., Diet Center  of Terrace - .  638.8380 
